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KEA TEACHERS VOTE FOR WORK STOPPAGE
Seen&Heard'Butler Warns
Of Damage To
Around
Public Image
Murray

Caldwells To
Perform At
Calloway High

FRANKFORT, Ky. (UPI) —
Wendell P. Butler, state Superintendent of public instruction,
warned Wednesday that a strike
by school teachers would do
great damage to the public image of the teaching profession.
Butler's statement came the
afternoon prior to the evening
meeting of the policy-making
Jonquils are up two inches or Delegate Assembly of the Kentucky Education Association
more
(KEA) in Louisville. The AsWe go horn. last night and we sembly was to discuss what actare the only one there except ion to take over a hack of prograss in its legislative demands.
Lady the inside dog.
Butler said no one in KenA note says we can heat up the tucky has the interest of teachItalian Spaghetti eitom the day ers more at heart than he does.
before for our supper, so we But he added, "Frankly, I feet
draw on all our culinary *ill that a school work stoppage at
to prepare this delicious resent. this time will do great damage
to the public image
•
We lust dump out the Spaghet—
ti in a pan and turn the heat
"Even if the walkout is sue
en low and put a top on the
cessful and the legislature
pan so the beat oan get circumeets 411 M
ie latest demands o.
'sting nei well. Then we turn
the /Mk, feel that the cos
'veat and fix us two
on
----in public resentment and inter
pieces of toast.
foresee with normal school ac
We tern on the heat under the tivities will far out-weigh the
Mrs. H. B. Bailey Sr., mile fp
say that if you want to attract
Purple Finches, put out some
suet. You can put this in a wire
basket, a potatoe sack, or most
anything that has openings in
it so the birds can get to it and
the suet will not fall out.

Mrs. Gertrude Glass
Dies In Canton, Ohm

Paul Caldwell sad the °aidwells, a musical group, will perform at Calloway County High
-School on Monday night, February 23, at 7:30 p.m.
The Caldwells are made UP
of 14 members, 9 men and $
women, and they perform n
singers and instrumentalist Ii
a contemporary style. The employ popular music, profession.
el choreography and perrietie
Wendell P. Bu6er emphasis in their peerenIMMISIL
The Caldwells NAMIBIA reWilliam Frank Hall
cently for assemblies DA
way County, Murray and Smith
Anshan high schools and esWe
so well received thatJR. Rodent (pussies of Calloway and
Two persons were treated at Mw-ray High joined in efforts
the emergency room of the to bring the group back to MurMurray-Galloway County Hospi- ray.
William Frank Hall will celeegenr-Wedelesday morning'
The singing group has perone o'clock following a motor- formed on television and have bate his 91st birthday on Suncycle accident.
several popular long play al- day, February 22,'with an open
Carl Ellis, age 24, of Alma suf- bums on the market. In addit- house in his own private home
fered an abrasion to the left ion, they will be seen by over on Mayfield Route One neer
knee, and Faye Ellis, age 22,_it quarter of a million people Tr -City.
He was born February 22,
also of Alma, had a laceration end travel over 100,000 miles
1879 in Henry County, Tenn.,
to the left knee, according to this year.
hospital officials.
The general public is invited and was married March 5, 1903
to attend the performance. Ad- to Sarah Edith West Hale who
mission will be $1110 for stu- died in the year of 1961.
Mr. Hall is the father of two
JAMES ELECTED
dents and $1.50 for adults.
living children, Mrs. Kirksey
Dublin of Mayfield Route One
George James of Hazel has
MEETS REQUIREMENTS
and Mrs. Atwood Schrader of
been elected alumni secretary
Sedalia Route One. Three chilof Alpha Gamma Rho social fraGuy A. Battle M, 1103 Main dren deceased
tenuty at Murray State Uni, are Jim Todd
Street, Murray, this month com- Hall,
Gladys May Lawson, and
versity. James, son of George
pleted the requirements for the Golie
Frank Hall.
M. James of Route 1 is a junA. M. degree in mathematics al
He has nine grandchildren,
ior agriculture major.
Indiana University.
aiventeen great grandchildren,
'
apd one great great grandchild.
All friends and relatives are
iovited to attend the open house
on Sunday from one to five p.
In.

Two Persons Treated
After Accident Here

William Frank Hall To
Celebrate His 91st
Birthday On Sunday

Mrs. Gertrude A. Glass, age
53, of 1606 Wayne Avenue, N.
E., Canton, Ohio, died Thursday,
February 12, in a physician's
office. She had been in ill
health for a year.
She is survived locally by
two sisters-in-law, Mrs. Sue Hill
and Mrs. Elizabeth Turner, both
of Murray.
A native of West Virginia,
she had resided in Canton for
30 years and was a former
employe of The Timken Roller
Bearing Company. She is survived by her husband, Flavil
W. Glass, formerly of Calloway
County, a daughter, and five
brothers.
Services were held Me/0day
at one p. m. at the Sekeres Funeral Home, Canton. Burial was
in the Sunset Milli Ikkrial Park
at Canton; Ohio.

Seven Step Course Is
Adopted By Association
At Assembly Last *Night
By ROBERT WESTON
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (UPI) —
Given an overwhelming mandate by its Delegate Assembly
Wednesday night, the 32,000member Kentucky Education.
Association began preparations
tale)/ for a statewide teacher's
strike starting next Monday.
In the climax to a four-hour
session lasting until early this
morning, the delegates voted
467,146 to adopt a seven-step
course of action with strike
authorisation heading the list.
The action came as no surprise after KEA rank and file
members indicated in • poll
(See Editorial "The
Salary- Issue")

Miss Rene Anderson
Treated At Hospital

Teacher

that they favored a strike and
after the KEA board of directLittle Miss- Reoe Anderson,
ors last Saturday recommend
Dr. John H. Ellis
fifteen months old daughter of
ed a work stoppage.
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Anderson
The strike threat arose from
of Murray Route Two, was treatthe General Assembly's refusal
ed at the emergency room of
to raise teachers' salaries by
the Murray-Calloway County
more than $300 for the next
ektepital Wednesday at 7:35 p.
two fiscal years. The KEA
m.
wants twice that much.
(Continued on Page Eight)
(Continued on Peen Bight)
Hospital officials said Renee
The legislature also has failDr. John H. Ellis, PHD, mid
suffered a laceration to the left Mrs. Ellis and three children ed to act on the KEA's demands
forearm with a glass bowl,. Fam- left the United States on Jan- for legislation authorising proily members this morning said uary 15, for Thailand where Dr. fessional
negotiations
with
it took eleven stitches to sew Ellis will spend two years with
the laceration, but that Rene the Thailand Agricultural Divi- (Continued on email Eight)
was now doing fine.
sion through the cooperation
of the University of Kentucky
By GLEN CARPENTER
as a soil scientist.
FRANKFORT, Ky. erg — The
Dr. Ellis is the son of Nee
state Senate moved Wednesday
and Mrs. J. L. Ellis of Thompea shako it more liaCratiVe to
The northern and eastern kinsville and has been employbold &octavo otfices in ...Lints.s
sections of Kentucky today will ed by the University of Kenby allowing the salaries by such
have considerable cloudiness tucky since 1959. He iscibe neofficials to be increased by $3,and much colder temperatures phew of Mrs. Dennis Bo'fd and
000 to a maximum of $12,800
with snow flurries. Highs to- Mrs. Ermine Stewart of Calloper year.
day will be in the 30s west to way County.
SPEAKER CHANGED
Affected by the legislation,
The soil scientist recently reTwo "rock hunters" were aens band relay at Kirksey
40s east.
Mrs. 'Thelma Emerson of 1307 Senate Bill 30, would be county
Clear to partly cloudy end ceived his Ph. D. degree from
C. G. Morehead, talented art.
Send LieuMain Street succumbed Wed- judges, county clerks, circuit rescued • early today after be- staffed hy
FRANKFORT; Ky. (UN) —
University of Kentucky with
nesday at 1:30 p. rn. at the Mur- clerks, county attorneys, sher- ing stranded on an island in tenant Junior Thorn and his id, will be the speaker at the colder weather will prevail to- the
A state Senate committee depossible
of
a
out
3.93
of
grade
a
meeting of the Business and night with near cold wave conree-Calloway County Hospital. iffs and jailers. The vote was the middle of Barkley Lake wife, Carolyn.
cided to take DO action Wed4.00. He has four chemist pubShe was 50 years of 'age and 36-0. Such officials are current- overnight. Jimmy Dunnigan, 30, Deputy Wilson said the car Professional Women's Clubs to ditions in the eastern portion
nesday on a professional negothree
and
credit
his
lications
to
be
of
and
the
James
Lows
state.
N.
tonight
held
in
Morris,
tonight
37,
at
both
6:30
at the
her death foirowed an extend- ly limited to receiving $9,600
tiations bill for public school
driven by Dunigan and Morris
United
States
the
patents
with
of
teens
the
to
Benton
mid
20s.
were
the
Woman's
subjects of ..was found on the east end of
Club House.
ed illness.
teachers in light of .the meetper year.
an all-night search of the lake
Friday will bring fair weath- Patent Office.
The Murray woman was a
ing that night in Louisville of
The salaries of such officials
the Cumberland River Bridge
B.
received
his
&
Ellis
Dr.
er to the western ficettion and
north of the bridge at Canton.
SIX CITED
Member of the First Baptist
the delegate assembly' of the
near -Canton Shores.
variable cloudiness in the east degree from Murray State Col- Kentucky Education AssociaUnits of the Murray-Callo(Continued on Page Eight)
Church where she was active
search
The
officials
started
a
Master's
degree
his
and
lege
way County Rescue Squid, MarSix persons were cited by the and continued cold.
In the Bethany Sunday School
in the area by driving around
from the University of Ken- tion.
shall County, Henry County,
Murray Police Department yesClass and Group IV of the WoThe bill is one of four legisplaces
possible
that
the
to
alltucky.
TVA
and
state
terday
DATA
patrol
LAKE
night.
and last
partici- the men might be, according to
They
man's Missionary Society. She
lative demands of the KEA.
pated
in
the
were
search
while tern- Deputy Wilson.
two for speeding, two for
Kentucky Lake, 7 a.m. 355.2,
was also a member of the Gar"We felt that acting today
peratures.dipped to the freeiPossession of alcohol and drink- stationary. Below darn 318.6,
den Department of tbe Murray
would have no bearing on the
ng
mark and high winds whippDeputy -Wilson said that one ing beer in public, one for stationary, 11 gates open.
Woman's Club.
dz_ussicat, tonight," said Sen.
ed the area
of the TVA guards spotted the driving while intoxicated and
Barkley Lake. 7 a m. 355.2,
Mrs. Emerson was born June
(Continued on Page Eight)
19, 1910 and her parents were
Durmigan and Morris launch- campfire of the men on the is- Possession of alcohol, and one stationary. Below dam 328.6,
stationary
the Late Robert Stubbliefield
ed their boat early yesterday at land about e:30 this morning for improper registration.
F'. CAMPBELL, KY. (ARTand Sally Ann Creek Stubblethe east end of the US 68 bridge and the rescue van's red light
NC) Jan 9 — Specialist Four
field.
over the Cumberland.-They re- was turned on and men built
! Larry Ft. Stone, son of Mrs.
A oar and truck accident oc. portedly were searching for their fire higher. Word was reSurvivors are her husband,
Estelle R. Rumfelt, 207 Poplar
T. C. Emerson, Sr., 1307 Main curred Wednesday at 3:10 p.m rocks and relics on ,islands in layed to the police and a TVA
Street, Murray, received the
Street; two sons, Thomas C. Em- on Highway 1660, adjacent tc the Little River area.
patrolman also got a fie on the
Army Conunendation Medal
PLELKU, VIETNAM (AHTNC/
erson III, Dogwood Drive, Mur- the Calloway County Country
At about 11 am. Wednesday location.
while serving with the 2d Tra- Jan. 22 — Corporal Girius K
Club. No injuries were report their boat was swept away by
(Continued on Pane Eioht)
ining Brigade, U.S. Army. Tra- Dowdy Jr., 20, whom parents
ed.
high winds as they combed the
Shoreside lights confused the
ining Center, at Ft. Campbell, live on Fairfax* Drive, MurVehicles involved were
beach.
men on the island and they did
proud KY. '
1967 Chevrolet owned by Elvis
ray, received the Army Corn
When the men failed fo ar- not know they were being The Four Riven Council, Boy tarn, and I'm certainly
Scouts of America has selected of them".
Spec. 4 Stone earned the a- roendation Medal while serving
Thomas Lee and driven by Ter rive home at six o'clock
last searched for until the red light' an
Honor Guard for Chief Scout The Honor Guard consist; of: ward for meritorious service with the 4th Infantry Division
ry Zane Lee of Murray Route night, Mrs. Dunigan called her
was signaled in response to executive
Alden G. Barber for Bennie Steven Simmons, son during his last assignment with near Pleigu, Vietnam.
Two, and a 1951 Chevrolet pick. brother-in-low, Calloway County
their Dare.
!as visit to the local area Feb-. of Mr. and Mrs. Bends Simm- the 1st Cavalry Division (Airup owned by Charles Blalock Deputy Sheriff Maurice Wilson.
Cpl. Dowdy (warped the aBoats were launched at the
Vine Street, Murray, and driward for meritorious service as.
A search was stetted at once state- park marina and the men sarY 21st. Mr. Barber who ons, 812 South 9th Street. Steve mobile) in Vietnam.
Cads the 6,500,000 boy organ- is an Eagle Scout with four
The specialist is new an ar- an assistant gunner with Bat-ven by David Eugene Lane of by Deputy Wilson with the aid
were reunited with friends and utile
will be the featured palms. He is Assistant Scoutnias- mor crewman in Company D tery C, 4th Battalion of the divMurray Route Three.
of one boat from the Tennessee relatives on the shore at 7 a.m
speaker for the cOuncies annual ter of Troop 73, Hazel. "
of the brigade's 10th Battalion. ision's 42nd Artillery.
Deputy Sheriffs Maurice Wil- Valley Authority and one from
Calloway_ County will have
They reported no ill effects scouter's Recognition Dinner to
His father, Rex T. Stone, lives
Frank Doren. son of .Mr. and
The award was presented
twenty-one 4-R County Project son and Calton Morgan were the Paris Rescue Squad Ken- from the long stay on the is. * held at the
Ken-Bar Inn,
on Route 1, Alma.
called
Jan. 8.
to
the
scene.
rucky
State
Trooper
Iris
participate
in the
Champions to
Craw- 1and.(Continued
on
Page
F'tbruary
21, at 6:30 p.m.
—
Lee had turned off the Col- ford was also at the scene to
Purchase Area Achievement
Arriving on the island for Don Burchfield, Choctaw Dis
meeting to be held at the Com- lege Farm Road onto Highway help with the search.
the men were Deputy Wilson.
Commissiseer released the
At 12 midnight the Murray Trooper Crawford, a TVA,
munity Center at Cunningham 1660 going north and started to
4mes of the honor guard soyin Carlisle Cqunty on Saturday pass the truck alsogoing north, Rescue Squad was alerted and guard. and four members of the
, "Being an escort to the
according to the sheriffs' re- a unit was sent to the scene.
night, February 21.
Rescue Squad.
Chief Spout Executive is an+
Squad members began checkThese young people will be
Deputy Wilson said his brd einor very few young men atAs Lee started to pass, lane ing coves and points along the flier-in-law,
competing for Area Project
Dunigan, was 3
Championship which will be attempted to make a left turn east bank of the lake from
onto
a
gravel
road
and
hit
the
Canton
Bridge to Lake Berk-Nerterts
named at this meeting.
'ways hunting,
enthusiast fishing,
and wasro,a
'
The Champions are as fol- Lee oar in the right front, the ley Park.
hunting, etc., when he was t),*
deputy
sheriffs said. The truck
Radio communications were at work at his
lows:
job at the GM'
Senior Division: clothing, Ka- than went across the highway maintained .with police by cit- plant in Calvert
City.
.'
ren Alexander; conservation, 0140 the gravel road and turnDarrell Crawford; entomology, ed upside down in a ditch on
Miss Lucille Kelley of St.
Lynn Dunn; borticultare, Claire the north side corner of the
Louis, Mo., formerly of Callogravel
mad,
according
to
the
Eversmeyer; home economics,
way County, died suddenly on
Karen Alexander; and dairy, deputy sheriffs.
Wednesday night at St. Louis.
Kathy Stubblefield.
She was 57 years of age and
Junior Division: beef, Larry
PTA BALLGAAIE
was employed in St. Louis. She
Fleet cled- eg, Libby Sims.
ess born August 10, 1913 and
dairy. Krit Stubblefield; e'nton•
The Kirksey PTA men's and
her parents were William Kee
ulogy, Robert Brelsford; food- women's basketball teams will
wy and Willie Shipley Kelley.
nutrition. Jamey Kelso; food pia) tne Almd PTA lemma at
Survivors include two sisters,
preservation, Elaine Itversiney- Kirksey on Saturday, Februaly
etrs. Fred Bray, Sr., of Hazel
---er forestry, Jimmy. Jarrett; 21. at sevtats.p.m. This will be
eld Mrs. Jack.Healey of St.
garden. Melee' Spann;beene im- Kirksey's last home game.
ersburg, Fla., and ooe step
provement. Cecelia Sims; hone,
r, Mrs. R. L. -Wright of
Carolyn Scott; -photography, Ros, Tenn.
bert Brelsferd: small engines,
CORRECTION
Funeral arrangements are in
Charlie Glisten; strawberries,
Mete but the body is be
James Jarrett; woodwork, Jim- , Ground Reef was advertised
RACK ON SHORE — Jimmy Ounbigab.
g returned to the Miller Fun- HONOR GUARD SELECTED — Those flee Scouts, all
second frown
my &nitwit: mcreaUon, Kins at 39c a pound yesterday by loft. stands
from Calleasy County, Are. been
with his wire, loft, and chats with
selected as the Honor Guard for Chief Scout Executive. /Mew O. Berber,
Jamas Alloesis
Hanle of Hazel where fri.
Smith: geology. Jimmy Jarrett; Johnson's Grocery. This should (hands in
wise will visit
pocket) after the two Benton man
Ain fecal area fisbruary 2). Loft ass-riglse-iwe:Pr
aneelogiiiig_
may call after=tieritin.-44
.
h'elegkeePAege-atenti
ve•-been 49c a . paints---....hGarriewsr
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Bill Allowing Salary Increase
For County Officials Approve
Mrs. Emerson Dies

Wednesday At The

Local Hospital

Two Rescued From Island
En Lake Barkley Last Night

Dr. John H. Ellis
Now In Thailand

*
Senate Takes
No Action On
Negotiations

WEATHER REPORT

Vehicles Involved
In Collision; No
Persons kijured

Commendation Medal
Awarded To L. Stone

Five Calloway County Scouts
Selected For Honor Guard

Girl's R. Dowdy
Receives Medal

Four Champions
To Compete Area
Achievement Meet

moo

Lucille Kelley Is
Claimed By Death

5
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Private lake
for the home

LEDGER•TIMES

NEW
YORK (UPI) The latest status symbol for
home owners is the backyard
lake.
The private take and its plea.
sures are getting into the class
of air conditioning, the two-car
garage and the paneled family
room, despite a shortage of lake
property.
One housing development is
overcoming this shortage by creating its own lake. The (;reat
Northern Development Company of Pittsburgh, currently
engaged in an 8,000-acre development at Treasure Lake,
DuBois, Pa., has submerged 400
of those acres to create a vast
body of water which will allow
residents there to swim, go boating, and go fishing.
Frank Carcaise, the development company's vice president
says: "We're running out of
water at an alarming rate in this
country. I'm sure that the demand for lakeside property already exceeds the supply. The
only answer is to build your
own lake.
"It's not only good business,
it's good conservation."

4.
Mrs. Lula Mae Hudson, age 65, and Mrs. Viania Cook. age 77,
are the deaths reported today.
A two per cent sales tax proposal was approved here yesterday
at a meeting of the First District Education Association and ParentTeacher Association
Mlss Rachel Rowland opened her home for the meeStpg of the
Business and Professional Women's Club.
Hugh Eddie Wilson and Fred Saunders are now operators of the
Murray Bowling Center.

Bible Thoughtfor Today
If thou shalt confess with thy mouth the Lord Jesus, and shalt
believe in Thine heart that God bath raised him from the dead,
thou shalt be saved.- Romans 10:9,
We must be willing to proclaim publicly our inner faith.

MENTAL HEALTH MATTERS

Starts Sunday
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PAGE TWO

THEY
MIGHT
GET
YOU! -

SCHOOL teachers over the state apparently are planning to
strike the week of February 23 in an effort to obtain their deStanley F. Yolles, M.D., Director.
mends for higher pay.
National Institute of Mental Health
For the purpose of this editorial we will not comment on I
whether their actions are good or bad, but we do wish to explore
some of the controversial aspects of their case.
NEW JOBS
One of the missions of the
School teachers, historically, have not held the position in
Jo* Kesler has received •Watifitation
By Thomas F.
National Institute of Mental
from tho office
the mind of the general public, to whit& they are entitled. They Acting DirectorA. Plaut, Ph.D.
of Governor Louie B. Nunn that he has
MARE EVERY GREW
Health manpower program is to
beers
are professional people, but as the 1923 rides for the school Division of Manpower and
Honorable Orekir of Kentucky Colonels. Ke•slarnomad to the
provide support for projects to
'waived
this
Training Programs
develop new job fields and to
honor for his service to Ph* state through
teacher printed several days ago in the Ledger and Times inmembership In this
train people to enter them.
There are many new kinds of
Corps of Kentucky Longriflismon. Korialar teaches
dicated, they were at that time treated like charges or young
HORRIFYING MOVIE OF
industrial
jobs-and more are developing
Through such support, for
arts at Murray High School and lives at 1402
Parttime Drive
people not quite having the capability to maintain even and all .the time-in the mental
MONSTERS ailidt
example, a number of the
with his wife Suzann* and sena Kurt and Carl.
health field. The needs for man1,000
community
stable lives.
colleges
106ETHER;
power are so urgent in all kinds
around the Nation are proThe male school teacher in the rough and ready west earlier of agencies, from psychiatri
viding special courses and
c
ALMANAC
Since IBM
in our nation's history was looked itpon as somewhat of a "panty- hospitals to community mental
training opportunities. These
KIDNEY DANGER SIGNALShealth centers, that new opporprograms lead to well-paying
waist" or somewhat effeminate.
BACKACHE
tunities now exist for both
mental health jobs-often at
.
The school teacher in America has never held the deep young me eitd-ur make impor' Or frequent calls (day sad iisaL-1
the prd of only two Yews- of -ifr-ttntten Press leteraggar-...
,k. natures warning el lyric 11•0•11
IBIELDIRS - OF FINE tant contributions in mental
respect which teachers in many foreign nations have held
schooling. There also are
Idiocy disorder
''Den
Ahead."
for health.
4.
Take 1 GENTLE DUICEV tablets •
MEMORIALS
training projects underway fa
decades. This may have evolved because of the great gap
day
te
kidsury•
Dusk
end
regulate
&day
is
Thursda
y,
Feb.
which
19, passage. If netease
mental health centers, psychiPinthir White - Manager
pld in 12 beers
Formerly
most
people
has existed between the uneducated and the educated, somewha
Your
48e
the
50th
back!
Locally
day
of 19'70 with 315 to
at (da•lar's
atric hospitals, and various
III Maple $t
753-2512
t thought that only psychiatrists,
HolLuid Drugs
urban and other agencies for-','
of a jealousy or envy which was inculcated in the childas
psychologists, social workers,
he and
neighborhood workers, cominti-•',
nurses were needed in
entered school.
nity mental health aides, technVT.
mental health worIL Perhaps
The moon is approaching its DC:0000000000000000000 9000u0000nsww..54:Ro
Of course this attitude is not good, nor is
cians, and case aides.
it right, but we some still think this way.
000c
believe it did and possibly even today, does exist.
The
goal
is
to give those
But it is far from true. Cerphase
'
The
morning
stars
are
terested
in
such
tainly
work
we need more of all these
special mercury and Jupiter.
Then there is the age old issue of "a teacher works
for nine and other kinds of highlytraining in mental health so
months and wants to get paid for twelve months"
they
can
take
trained
up
piriyessional people, para career suited.. The evening stars are Venus,
. The school
to their particular education., liars and Saturn.
ticularly in re-starch, teaching,
teacher unfortunately must live for the summer
vacation period. and
and abilities.
fop administrative posiOn this day in history:
as well as the nine months during which he or she
44
teaches.
tions. The challenges and opIn many of these jobs, educaoi" In 1922 Ed Wynn of VaudeAs far as the first question is concerned, that
portunitie
s in the four fields
ville and musical comedy fame
of respect for
non is not so important as
mentioned are, indeed, greater
the profession, we feel that the teachers
the interest and potential of [hob' hicame the first big name in
themselves, through than ever: and recruitment
is
individual.
L ao" business to sign for a
their organizations, must educate the public to
the fact that they the word in each of them.
HE PREYS
regular radio program.
are professionals.
Yet there are burgeoning new
ON WILD
at,
With some 19,000.000 13°5°61 ;In 1945 U S Marines landed
in
the
United
States
suffering1
--• •
opportunities. These new jobs
GO-GO GIRLS!
The legend grew early in our nation's history
from mental illness _and ,,vitia.11 two Jima to start one of the
that a school range in requirements from a
teacher was a person who loved little children
the mounting number of social Cattiest battles in the Pacific
and was so dedi- four-year or two-year college
WE DARE YOU
problems Aram alcoholism to Juring World War 11.
cated in his work of teaching that he was
willing to work for degree to a high school degree
crime and violence), we desper-. Also in 1945 war mobilization
or less. Many are in community
( 3 TO REMAIN SEATED
nothing in order to fulfill this great desire.
ately need tnore'niaffpo%er and tlirector James Byrnes ordered
mental health programs and are
wo4EN MONSTERS/
new kinds of jobs to strengthet a midnight curfew
This of course is a fallacious theory. This is
INVADE AUDIENCE.
on all places
not to say that found in smaller cities and
vital
programs
and
to
make
towns and rural area settings as
teachers do not love little children and this
entertainment.
is not to say that well
them
more
effective.
as in major urban centers
',In 1964 King Constantine of
they do not want to teach and impart their
:30000knowledge. This could
It
ireece was named regent as 30000
all be true, except at the same time, it
00000(
should be crystal clear
father,
adition of his
King 300000
that these people are trained professionals
000000
worsened
and should be paid
TOURS CAPITOL
10;40000
J
oeoe
commensurate with their training and
000000
ability. Teachers are
WASHINGTON (UP I)- Miss
)0000003
A
thought
for
the
day-Dav
largely to blame for the thinking in the
id
000000'
Indian America, a raven-haired
preceding paragraph.
000000
- ( WHO'LL CHICKEN On the second issue, working for nine
lass from Albuquerque, NM,, arrick, born on this date In •000000
months and having
1'717, said, "Let others hail the )000000
traveled
in the highest councils
to live for twelve months, this may
OUT'FIRST
SOY THANES as raNDNY LYNN LINING
0
t1Sing sun; I bow to that whose :00000
never be resolved. We know
))
:000000g,
of government Tuesday.
WINO( MARK LONI.FRIEDL HERBERT LOU l
of no other profession faced with the
)000000
c3gurses
0t.
has
run."
same dilemma. It will tend
Winona Margery Haury,
A UNNERSAI PICTURES LTD PICTURE in COLOR
300000000(.
to be less of an issue, if and when,
whose Indian name Nab Kah
elementary and secondary
NEW
YORK (UPI)-There
school teachers are placed on a twelve
means "Bear Woman," presentmonth basis as are college has been a gradual rising
trend ed President Nixon a bolo tie Depends on your
and university teachers. This would
view
remove a point which is In the number of individual new and then toured the
Capitol.
difficult for the layman to assimilate.
,.
WASHIN
highs in the stock market and a
GTON
(UPI)-How
Mrs. Haury, 19, has comlong does a journey have to be to
declining trend in the number pleted
How this would be accomplished,
•
one
year
at the
we have no idea. We do
lie called a "trip"? People have
of new lows over the past few University of Newknow however, that the idle school
Mexico and
buildings over the nation weeks, E.F. Hutton 8. Co.
intends to study law. Her different ideas about it but, says
in the summer time, representing
billions in investment, is poor observes. That this is occurring father, a Bureau
American Automobile Assoof Indian the
management.
when the averages are still so Affairs employe, is
ciation, most travelers feel they
Cheyenne
close to their recent lows and Arapahoe, and her
taken a trip if they go 100
We sympathize with school teachers
mother, have
in their endeavors to $uggests
growing internal a school teacher, is Navajo and utiles or more or stay overnight.
increase their remuneration, however
we'd° not agree with the strength likely to be reflected
Sioux.
idea of breaking a contract in
order to achieve it.
soon in a better overall market,
Strikes by unions come about when
a contract cannot be the firm says.
02 0029.9.YVYYWYWY
agreed on, not during the life of
--the contract. If the pay scale
The recent huge offering by
is too low, then it should be raised,
however two wrongs do not American Telephone & Telemake a right. segardless of the
graph Co. not only in itself is
cause.
0000000
We agree with school teAlieri
that they should be remune- enough tp cool the general
0000(
market ilikr stocks but also is an
rated in a 'manner which befits
their professorial standing, howUI barbingel'ef possible heavy
OC
ever as to how these ends can
be achieved, we have no feasible additional
00C
ty-type financing
00C
suggestion.
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)0C
00
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standing notion that stocks
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Come In and

Ten Years Ago Today

Steve.,McQueenplays Boon .S°.

Crochet

in The Rovers"

(

In ita core, a jet tream may
Dr. John Wesley Cur, first president of Murray State Colleg
reach 'wind speeds of 250 to
died 'yesterday at five p.m. In Flushing, N.Y. Dr. Carr was'100
300 miles pee hour during winyears old last December 13.
Miss Janet Like of Kirksey was the regional winner in the 1960 ter when temperature rontrasts
National Cherri pie baking contest at Chicago. She won a $200 are greater.
• 0 •
home economic.? college scholarship and an electric stove.
T. K. Murdock was honored with a dinner in celebration of ha
'I he annieticr wliii
91st birthday at ttls home near Lynn Grove.
e tided
Cross Spann, Bill Hall, and Donald Tucker are officers of the the "reds! Aar tija
NIurray Reel Estate Board.
Ju4 27. 1953.
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Grand Jury Clears Denny
M
Kuhn Still Unsure

MURRAY. ILINTUCHT

THURSDAY - FEBRUARY 19, IWO

Third District Tournament
Wingo High School Nardi 2-7

wow
concerned. That silence led
many baseball executives to
suspect that Kuhn, using the
precedent of Judge Kenesaw
NEW YORK (UPI)- Denny
McLain stood cleared by a U.S. Mountain Landis' 1921 decision
grand jury today leaving his barring eight Chicago White
future in the Weis of Baseball Sox players from baseball for
life, might take disciplinary
Commissioner Bowie Kuhn,
The 25-year-old Detroit Tiger action against the pitcher.
pitcher was not charged and "Regardless of the verdict of
was declared "free to go as he juries," said Landis on the
pleases" Wednesday after vol- same night the players were
untarily testifying before a acquitted, "no player who
special U.S. grand jury in throws a tall game, no player
Detroit which is investigating that undertakes or promises to
an alleged nationwide sports throw a ball game, no player
that sits in conference with a
betting ring.
"I know of no reason for bunch of crooked players and
McLain not to show up for gamblers where the ways and
spring training on Friday," said means of throwing a game are
James Brickley, U.S. attorney discussed and does not prompfor Eastern Michigan, after tly tell his club about it, will
McLath's testimony. McLain is ever play professional baseball
scheduled to report to spring again."
training along with the other One factor that could sway
Tiger pitchers and catchers in Kuhn from following Landis'
recedent is that McLain has
Lakeland, Fla., Friday.
In
New
York, however, ot been accused of being
any allegedlyin
Commissioner Kuhn refused by involved
maintaining a discreet silence thrown games.
to give McLain a clean bill of Brickley said McLain was
health as far as baseball is very cooperative" with U.S.
ssistant Attorney James
itchie and the grand jury in
ednesday's appearance. The
23-member federal panel has
been hearing testimony from
sports figures and gamblers
ut an alleged nationwide
ring that came to light
New Years Day.
By FRED DOWN
UPI Sports Writer
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By United Press International

San Antonio
Opens Today

Monday — 7 P.M.

Sedalia
Thursday — 7:30 P.M.

Lewes
Monday - 8 - 30 P M.

Fancy

Farm
CHAMPIONSHIP
Saturday — 7:30 P.M.

Symsonia
Tuesday —

7:30 P.M.

Farmington

Hawks' Walt Bellamy Blocks Connie Dierking's Shot

Friday — 7:30 P.M.

Cuba
Wednesday — 7:30 P.M.

Wingo
Green To Have
Plate In Skull

Sports Parade

Atlanta Gets.
Help In NBA
Title Bid

Basketball Scores

Dimaggio To Join
Oakland In Spring

By United Press International

SAN
FRANCISCO (UPI)Joe Diklaggio, the old Yankee
Colgate 91 RPI 79
Clipper, is coming back to help
St. Peter's 69 Hofstra 58
Charlie Finley and his Oakland
Okla. City 100 Cntnry 82
A's this spring.
W.Va. Tech 97 Concord 85
DiMaggio served Finley as a_
_United Press International Lyla(M.)
Rhgtn 74—
vice president and coach the
Miami (0.) 83 West. Mich. 61 last two years, then decided not
The Atlanta Hawks are Clark
80 Amherst 76
to renew his contract.
getting a little help from their
West VII% 58 Penn St. 57
"I didn't like all that
Eastern friends in their bid for
Louisvi 95 Bllarmne 75
traveling," DiMaggio said at
the National - Basketball Associ- LSU
88 Georgia 86
the time.
ation's Western title.
South Car'. 71 No. Car. St. 69 . Now, though, he will join the
The top three teams in the
Temple 80 LIU 55
A's in their spring training
West took on Eastern rivals PMC
56 Haverford 38
camp at Mesa, Ariz., Friday
Wednesday night, and only the Ky. St.
191 Northwood 93
and will stay with the club until
division-leading Hawks man- Boston
U. 98 MIT 83
the regular American League
aged to win. Atlanta beat the Jcktaivl
U. 85 Fla. St. 81
season gets under way.
Cincinnati Royals, 139-125, in East.
Mich. 98 Detroit U. 77
"I'll work in every phase of
overtime, while the Baltimore gohio
U. 100 Marshall 86
the game but only for the
Bullets
defeated
the 1.45 Dayton 88 Kent St. 78
duration of spring training,"
Angeles Lakers, 117-103, and
Pitt 73 Blchvn-Wlice 69
Joe said. "This was at my own
the Boston Celtics edged the Duke
79 Dvidsn 76, ot
request and Charlie agreed."
Phoenix Suns. 116-113.
No. Car. 90 Maryland 83
There is speculation that
Lafayette 80 Lehigh 63
DiMaggio, a member of baseIn two other games, MilwaukVillanova 94 Duquesne 83
ball's Hall of Fame, soon will
ee defeated San Francisco, 109American U. 75 Navy 59
join Baseball• Commissioner
102, and San Diego beat Seattle,
St. Jim. NY 47 St. Jos.(Pa.) 46 Bowie Kuhn as a special aide.
Wake Forest 97 Clemson 71 Joe refused comment on his
Joe *Caldwell pumped in 41
St. Bnvntre 87 St Fran.
future plans, except to say that
points and Lou Hudson added 38 putter
* 86 57
111 De Pauw
he wants to devote more time
to provide the Hawks with the
to business interests:
fourth victory in their last five
games. The victory put Atlanta
212 games ahead of Los
Angeles and 81,2 in front of both
Phoenix and idle Chicago.

The miracle came true for
Coach Harry sinden like all the
OTTAWA (UPI) - Boston
the Denver Rockets Wednesday
By MILTON RICHMAN
rest of the Bruins and what's
Bruin defenseman Ted Green is
night when they took over first
rThe Sports Writer
more, Bobby Orr sits there and
recovered from
completely
place in the Western Division
takes it.
head injuries suffered in his
for the most amazing comeback
NEW YORK (UP1)- Bobby
"Why
not?" he asked. "If
stick-swinging fight with Wayne
in the brief history of the
SAN ANTONIO, Tex. (UPI)-- Maid, but he will have a plate Orr, Boston's 21-year old
boy e's chewing me out it's for my
American Basketball AssociaThe golfing tour, minus many planted in his skull in minor wonder, is so good he
has own good. why should I be any
tion.
of the game's glamour names,
I'd
feel funny
gery Friday for protective revolutionized the game of ice exception?
The Rockets were last with a
trots into Texas today for the I $ 0 ses.
hockey.
therwise. I'd be disappointed, I
9-19 record when they got Joe
•
first time this year for the Green's doctor, neurosurgeon
He's so good he now stands to think."
Belmont to take over as coach
$100.000 San Antonio Open.
ID
defensemen
Michael T. Richard, said become the first defenseman Traditionally,
two months ago. Since maidog
ednesday news reports men- ever to lead the national hockey were thought of pretty much as
the change Denver has rolled
That makes things just that
clods on ice although don't ever
tioning a steel plate being set in league in scoring.
up a 23-6 record.
much easier, however, for the
He's so good.. .well, he earns call one that or he's likely to
the hockey player's skull after
Rookie Spencer Haywood, the
season's surprise top money
the fight last Sept. 21 were dose to $100,000 a year from punch you in the nose. They
League's top scorer, got 31
collected- Pete Brown.
the Bruins alone and he has were
generally known as
"invented."
points and veteran Larry Jones
Brown, winner of the San "There has been no plate in only three seasons behind
him defenders, not scorers. Until
added 28 to make the miracle Diego Open
earlier in the year, his skull, but we are going to so maybe that gives you
some the precocious Orr came along.
Appal with a 118-107 victory
over the Los Angeles Stars. The has already won 50 per cent put one in there for protective Idea. Many people in the NHL, He gives the Bruins four
more money in a month and a purposes,
win enabled Deaver to move a half
in the operation on the people who know, claim he forwards when he's on the ice
of 1970 than he did in all of
half game ahead of idle New
Dr. Richard, He Is the No. 1 player in the game instead of only three and you
said
Friday,"
1969.
Orleans with a 32-25 record and
he had not decided today. Some say he's too good deal have to be a hockey
The $31,871 he pocketed in the said
.561 percentage.
to be true.
eXPert to see what trouble that
six tournaments of this year whether the plate to be used
The Rockets jumped off to a
Bobby Orr has another thing means to the other clubs.
puts him more than $4,000 will be steel or plastic. It will
37-24 lead in the first quarter,
ahead of second-place Lee replace the piece of skulltooe going for him. He's smart. Orr led all defensemeo in
hitting 17 of 19 field goal fries,
broken by Maid's stick an Plenty smart. The last thing scoring last season with 21
Trevino.
Bailey Howell sank four
but Los Angeles rallied behind
removed
subsequent he's ever going to be is a prima goals and 43 assists for 64
during
George Stone and Mack Calvin
donna. He may be super boy points. He finished 23rd in crucial free throws and Jo Jo
surgery.
to cut the lead to 59-53 at
The fight, in a pre-season and all that but he still gets a scoring overall and his total White added two more in the
Although the tour's top two
halftime. The Stars cut Den- money winners will be present game saw Maki and Gr
hewing out occasionally from number of goals established a last 30 seconds to stave off a
ver's lead to two points 56-54 in this week to test the winter- exchange overhead swipes with
record for a defenseman. This Phoenix rally. Phoenix had
the third period, but Jones got brown fairways of the 7,000- their hockey sticks. It led to the
season he's doing even better. fought back from a 17-point
14 of his points in the final 12 yard, par 35-35-70 Pecan two being charged with "asHe has passed his point total of deficit early in the second half
minutes to ensure the victory. Valley Country Club layout, sault causing bodily harm."
last season already and the last to go ahead 111-110 with only
In the only other ABA game only two other members of the
They
went on trial in
time the league made known its two minutes left, setting the
Your profits go down when power
Wednesday night, Baty Mel- top ten on the money list- No. 8 Provincial Court this week.
scoring figures, there was stage for Howell's and White's
goes off, but we can show you how
shots.
John
Havlicek
foul
led
chionni, who scored only five Bob Lunn and No. 10 Dave Hill Judge Edward C. Carter is to
Bobby Orr's name, like Atou
to protect your family and farm
points in
deliver a verdict March 5 in
regulation
play, - will be in San kntonio.
Ben Adam's, at the top of the Boston with 30 points and Don
from costly, annoying power out.
accounted for baskets on two
That leaves the tournament Saki's trial, completed Tueslist by a cushy 12-point margin Nelson had 26.
ages:
Earl Monroe got 24 points
buy a Winpower
fast breaks and set up another without the likes of Billy day. Green's trial is to resum
over teammate Phil Esposito.
alternator. When power fails, conLoughery 23 as
Keven
and
in overtime to give the New Casper, Gene Littler, Jack March 9. Both pleaded innocen
Few professional athletes Baltimore defeated Los Angeles
nect to tractor PTO and you quickly
York Nets a 116-110 victory Nicklaus, Arnold Palmer or to the charge, which carries
have had as much praise
restore all electrical equipment.
over the Pittsburgh Pipers.
two-year maximum jail s
Julius Boros.
splashed on them by word of for the third straight time.
Phone or write for free demonstraBy United Press International mouth or in print as Orr has Loughery sparked a secondNew York took a 102-99 lead
Doug
Sanders and
Dale tence.
tion on your farm with your equip-.
with 13 seconds left, but George Douglas, the No. 7 money
during the relatively short time quarter rally which carried the
I
he average pheasant eluish
merit.
The third-ranked South Caro- he has been playing profession- Bullets from a 42-41 lead to a
Thompson scored a three-point winner, also have wtthdrawn
has 10 young birds.
lina Gamecocks wasted away a ally. He has handled all of it 58-45 halftime margin. Ray
field goal with four seconds because
of similar
wrist
DAIRY SUPPLY COMPANY
ace
nine-point halftime lead Wed-t tar better than some other Scott of the Bullets got nine
remaining to throw the game injuries.
Box 729 - Paris, Tennessee
points to surpass the 10,000nesday
night,
into overtime. Melchionni
but
managed
Tournament l'alcials acceptto
superstars
have.
The first stage of the Saturnon Wilson Street
hang on for a 71-69 vietery ever "If I said it didn't make me point mark with a total of
scored four points and set up ed winter dates this year, V moon rocket
generates as eighth-ranked
'01411 101442-4321
North Carolina kid good to hear and read 10,007 for his 10-year career.
Levern Tart for two more in rather than have no tournament much energy per
second has State
behind the shooting and some of the things which had to
the first 90 seconds of the at all. The San Antonio a Million automobile
engines. ball handling of John
overtime and the outcome was tournament's spot In the spring
Roche.
-to with me I'd be a fibber,"
•••
?oche scored 38 points and Orr confesses. "I look at it all,
never agffn in doubt.
tour was filled during the
•.$
• •
Tart got 33 points to be high squabble last year between the
The land that now holds the took charge of controlling the a different way. I feel the
T
ball
late
in
the
PGA
scorer for New York, which got
game as South Boston Bruins pay me a good
and the Players Associa- studios of Burbank, Calif., was
Its 10th victory in the last 13 tion.
- chased in 1841 for only 37 Carolina remained unbeaten in salary. That means I have a
PT -I'-.
the Atlantic Coast Conference. Job to do and I try to do it to
games.
cents an-acre.--MERCURY
Giant Artis Gilmore and the very. best of my
Substitute Chip Dublin provided
LINCOLN .
the offensive punch for sixthrated Jacksonville to score as
85-81 revenge victory over No.
11
Florida State. Gilmore 17 A's Have Not
68 Mercury
Necked eight shots, got 21 Agreed To Contracts
'67 Buick LaSabre
'67 Dodge
Montego Station Wagon
rebounds and scored 19 points,
4-Door Hardtop
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Air
cond.,
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rack,
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and Dublin came off the bench
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Hardtop
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give the Dolphins a 46-28,1ead in land A's, who open their spring
the first bait;
training camp at Mesa, Aria.,
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The Semincdes handed Jack- Friday, number only 23 players
'67 Ambassador
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sonville its only defeat 89-83 under
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V-8, vinyl top, power
..,
last month.
among the missing are Reggie
'1,375.
'650.
In other games involving the Jackson, Rick Monday and Sal
1.,450.
top ten, Randy Denton scored Bando, the club's top hitters.
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32 points and got 13 rebounds to Also not signed are Dick
65 Buick
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lead Duke to a 79-76 overtime Green, Chuck Dobson, Diego
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victory over 10th-ranked David- Segni, Al Downing and Don
Air.
3 Pcs. Chicken
Air conditioning.
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'1 050
got only 16 points from Bob In all, 17 players have not
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Gravy
Francis of New York, 87-57.
" barite Finley, who handles the
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Cole Slaw
Air Conditioning.
Air conditioning
Air conditioning.
Carolina defeated Maryland 90- The latest to sign, all on
2 Hot Rolls
81,450.
LSU (Pete Marovich 37 Wednesday, were rookie pitch'950.
37 i t.
points) beat Georgia 88-86, ers Robert Rodriguez (5-8 at
• • BANK FINANCING AVAILABLE • •
West
Virginia edged Penn Iowa) and Laden Boyd (13-5 at
State
58-57, Wake Forest. Birmingham), r ellever Ed
whipPect Clemson, 97-7 Vlllan- Sprague (1-1) and outfielder
ova defeated Du
egular Price
1.25 1
1 83, Bob Brooks -(.291)._
St. John's (N.Y.)
St.
Joseph's (Pa.), 47-46, Syracuse
crushed Canisius, 85-71, Butler Cast Addition
We Use Only USDA Gov't Inspected Grade
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beat
DePauw, 111-86 and
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M'JRRAY, KENTUCKY
Eastern Michigan beat Detroit, Wills has been added to
Phone 753-4161
South 12th Street
the cast
98-77.
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Valentine Banquet Held In Honor Of
Chapter Queen, Miss Suzanne McDougal

k

TIMER

_

MURRAY a

KENTUCKY

Paris Road Club
Burkeen . .
Meets In Home 0 Mrs. J. B.
Mrs. Pat Thompson

TowDAY - FE13RUARY 19, 1970
Phone 753-1917 or 753-4947

Mrs. Greene Wilson
Hostess For Meet
North Murray Club

Mies Suzanne McDougal, 1970
Queen of the Gamma Gamma
Thursday, February 19
The combined meetings o f
The Paris Road Homemakers
chapter of Beta Sigma Phi, was
The MSU Women's bridge Club met Tuesday, February 10,
isniary and February of the
honored with a Valentine Banwill meet at the Student Union at one o'clock in the
North
Murray Homemakers
evening at
quet held at the Triangle Inn
cafeteria at 7:90 p.m. If you the home of Mrs. Pat
Club were held on Friday, FebThompon Friday evening, February 13.
have not been contacted call son on the Paris Road.
ruary 19, at one o'clock in the
The banquet was attended by
Dotty Wilder 753-7480 or Carafternoon at the home of Mrs.
Mrs. Dewey Grogan gave the
members amid their husbands or
olyn Lane 753-9664.
Greene Wilson on the Lynn
devotion reading from Proverbs
special guests.
•• •
Cerny* Road.
3:13. Mrs. Walter Duke, presiMies McDougal is the daughThe Home Department of the dent, presided. Members
anter of Mr. sod Mrs. Pierce McMurray Woman's Club will
Mrs B. J. Hoffman gave the
swered the roll call with their
Dougal end resides at 1004 Fairmeet at the club house at two
devotion on the theme of
cherished
most
Valentine
and
lane Drive, Murray. She is a
p.m. Hostesses will be Mes"Bands". Site said we can do
from whom.
graduate of Caloway County
dames K. T. Crawford, Will
many things with our hands
meeting
The
January
was
in
High School and attended Mut,
The Cterry Cotner Bandit'
Rose, Dwight Crisp, Winnie
that we can fold than, wring
postponed due to bad weather Church Y. W. A's had a Gift
ray State University. She has
Fluegge, Max Hurt, and H. T.
than, put in our pockets, or
and two lessons were pretreat- Bible Preeentioacei for Dot
worked on the People's TV
Waldr-p.
lay them on a job that needs
meeting.
ed
this
sit
Bank, and is preisently employ•
bride
•
•
elect. of Dale
Bury, the
doing.
"The Ups and Downs of Wall- Bernaw, co February 11. The
ed at the Man Branch of tha
The January lemon on "Hear
paper"
was
by
germ
John
Mrs.
ProfessionPeople's Bank of Murray.
ceremony was held before the
The Business and
Yourself As Others Rear You"
Taylor
who
said
T.
there are church during the reviler WedThe banquet table was coval Women's Club will have a
was presented by Mrs. Ivan
ered in red, and individual
dinner meeting at the Woman's the most beautiful wallpaper nesday night Bible study.
Outland and Mrs. Ballet Duna.
place mats were red and white
Club House at 6:90 p.m. The patterns now including the
The White Bible, symbolic of
decorated with hearts. At each
World Affairs committee, Betty washable and adhesive backed the Christian Home, was pre"Self Defense For Women"
Miss Suzanne McDougal
place was. Valentine card and
Vinson, chairman, Lemma War- that one can apply themselves. sented by the pastor, Bro. Roy
was the theme of the February
This
give
can
a
certain
room
a
be
Farmer,
will
a beartehaped sucker. The Chester Wildey and Miss Nan- ren, and Myrtle
Gibson. Others perticipating in
lesson given by Mrs. Charlie
lift as patterns, stripes, and the candldigbt ceremony were
head table was adorned with a cy Brown. Special guests includ- In charge of the program.
Crawford and Mrs. Reins Cole.
•
•
•
the soft companion papers will the Y. W. A. Leader, Anna Relovely arrengeoient of red and ed Mr. and Mrs. John Threeher,
Both of the lessons created
white esnistions and mums Miss Jana Jetton, and Danny
Temple Rill Chapter No. 511 all change the looks and make wusrth. the president, Martha
much interest in the group.
which was liter presented to Shipley, Glasgow, who was the Order of the Eastern Star will it real homey, Mrs. Taylor said. Hendon, end Bendy Garland,
Mrs. John Workman, presiMrs. Margaret Roach anti Petty Si1111130OR Laren Reice,
guest of Queen Suzanne.
the Queen.
meet at the Masonic Hall at
Mrs. Glenda Smith, left, president of th• Omicron
dent, presided. Eleven members
Mrs
AlMary
Alice
Gee
presented
Miss
McDougili.wil
Mrs. John Thresher, now rel reign 7:30 p.m.
Charlotte Deli, Shield Garrison
pha Chapter, is shown presenting a
answered the roll call by doU.S. flag to Mrs. Helen
•••
the second leseoe on "Organiz- and Ole Mee Roberts.
siding in Marshfield, Missourt throughout the month of FebSpann who aceoptod on behalf of Robert 0.
scribing their most cherished
Millar,
ing
Calloway
Your
Kitchen". They said a "Bless This House" was sung
Saturday, February 21
and last year's Valentine Queela ruary as she and her sorority
County Judge. The flag Is to be used In the
Valentine and for whom it was
ludgo's office.
was present for the occasion Maters wort as volunteers in
Robert Burchell, vicar of St. kitchen should be convenient, by Kay Addison with special
received. One visitor was Mrs.
and presoaked UM year's crown the Kentucky Heart Fund chive John's Episcopal Church, will satisfying and creative with a organ music by Lucy Ann ForEdgar Morris.
to Miss McDougal in a Mort in Murray and Calloway County. be honored at a reception at place for everything. Shelves rest.
can
be
added
Broach,
that
are
ceremony foils:Tering the meal.
removend
church,
Main
•
the
This event was followed by a
During the business session
Various love songs were Wagfrom three to five p.m. The able to allow for better utill- bridal shower in the basement
lemon subjects for the next
astion of space in the cabinets. of the Church by the King's
ed during tile evening end a
public is invited.
year were selected.
• ••
box of Valentine chocolates was
Other members present, not Daughters Sunday School Class., The Tau Phi Lambda Soror
omicron Alpha chapter will
Landscape notes on things
Woodmen of the World, have its February meeting nn to do
Oven as a prize for matching
The Kidney PTA man's and mentiooed previously, were
The Y. W. A. colors of green
in February were read
a pledge service at the February 24, at seven p.m. in by Mrs.
the pieces of a broken heart.
women's basketball teams will Mesdames Eva Curd, Maid" and white were used through'.
Greene Wilson.
Members and husbands at.
play the Al= PTA teams at Gibbs, Myrtle Madrey, Lucille out. Refreshments of nuts,
Delicious refreshments were
Gmve 126 dinner the home of Shirley Morton,
tending included Mr. end Mrs.
Kirkeey at seem p.m. This will Bart, Noomie Barrett, Wood- mints, cookies and cokes were meeting with Mrs. Martha Car- 1612 Sunset, with Glenda Smith served by the hostess, assisted
Willard Alls, Dr. and Mrs. Nobe Kirkaey's last home game. row White, Rudy Dunn, and served from a table overlaid ter serving as toastmistress. It as co-hostess.
by Mrs. Ivan Outland.
Se.
was held on Thursday, Februland Harvey, Mr. sod Mrs. Ray
The next meeting will b e
Miss Reble Steely. Mrs. Alice with a green cloth and green
Lambda Msu
Phi
Tau
The
Monday, February 23
Sims, Mr. and Mrs. Ed Thomas,
candles placed in isilver candle ary 12 at six-thirty o'clock in chapter will be initiated and in- held on Friday, March 13, at
9beeley was a visitor.
International
1r evening.
Mr. and Mrs. Kenoy Thomas,
The Beta Sigma Phi sorority Delicious refreshments of battlers.
BY United Press
at the WOW Building on 1:30 p.m. at the hquiLdlin.
for-the-will Meet at the Conimmiler
bfr,.. aid Mtn Dan _WAIL
. _- -The neweeteeeem rT
tartera-The
K.- T.. Crawford.chesoy
sandwielsee
gitts:atieriPpl
,ssaali•
ecedwis
- - -timidity, March 1, et two p.m.
ui
nu
pl
eo
ge
e
- Center, Ell" Drive, at 7:3° P'131'sod punch in the Valentine mea
ann
ceremony
use
Others attending were Mrik Zatonst:
neath a green unto-elle or a
•••
acturer says elpis to ward off
Conducted
by
Murray
the
()mithe, hostess. table overlaid with a white cron Alpha Chapter with Glendrowsiness or tension while drivThe Creative Arts Depart- di were served by
cloth with little green unlarelling. Press this vibrating,device molt of the Murray Woman's
as scattered around the edges da Smith serving as vice-presito temples or back of neck. Club will meet at the club
Those attending or sending dent and Jeanie Lamb as es
he manufacturer, says the vi- house at 9:30 a.m. Hostesses
gifts were Martha Lou Stokes, coat
Others assisting in the forbrations stimulate blood circu- will be Mesdames H. L Oak, Ramona Roberts, Anna ReDale Guthrie of Murray, a around it with the names of
°"411Pbe Hazel Baptist Church arion to the brain, -thereby re- ley, C. D. Scarborough, and
quart/, Dos-is Gibson, Myrtie mal ceremony were Jean Rich- summer missionary to Arizona, missionaries that
You can keep ice cream
would have
anon,
Shirley
Morton,
Helen
It stores Harry Sparks.
Young Women's Auxiliary has ucing drowsiness.
Bucy, Oka Mae Roberts, Sandy
was the guest speaker at the birthdays on February 14.
• ••
Spann, and Loretta Jobs.
and ice milk in firm, frozen Garland, Martha Hendon,
c3-mpleted its observance if in the glove compartment and
Patbanquet held by the Young WoA red walloped table cloth
All members of the Murray
Focus Week, February 8-14, set
Tuesday, February 24
rates on two ordinary "C"
condition in the freezer at ty Simmons, Karen Reice, Jumen's Auxiliary of the Elm was used on the table where
aside by the Southern Baptists batteries.
The Omicron Alpha chapter 0 degrees F. or below up to is Jones, Charlotte Bell, Shie- chapter were dressed in long Grove Baptist Church in obserYWA materials for the girls to
to direct their attention to the
(Helotie & Co., Dept. SC-44, of Tau Phi Lambda will meet
a month.
a Garrison, and Dale Barrow, white robes trimmed in Grecian vance of YWA Focus Week.
get acquainted with were disgold
design.
The
YWA in their churches.
fifteen
pledges
Box 181%, Indianapolis, Ind.) at the home of Shirley Morton,
the groomalect
The speaker showed slides of played. Just above the table
also
were
attired
in
-and
white
Each day the Hazel YWA parSmith
Sunset.
Glenda
with
1812
*•
the work he was engaged in was the YWA banner won
by
received pledge ribbons in the
ticipated in ao actavay. Memas cohostess at seven p.m.
last summer and concluded the the Elm Grove YWA
•
•
•
sorority
-at the
colors.
do-it-yourself
A
new
bers attended church services
kit is
program with a solo, "I Walk Blood River
Pledges were Brenda Rich,
Associational meet')n Sunday and Wednesday for hunters and enables the
Elementary
Kirksey
The
Through The Garden Alone". ing
Martha Brooks, Emilia Chaney,
night.
woodsman to tan animal pelts. Schad PIA will meet at the
Guthrie was introduced by Mrs. Mrs.
Patsy Shelton, Gloria Bynum,
Crawford Ray, asaxiatMonday the regular meeting Key ingredient in this home-tan- school at 1:30 p.m. for the proKeys Keel.
Iona' YWA leader, was also a
Smell Bugg, Dinah Mullinax,
was held in the educational ning kit: glutareldehyde, said gram on Juvenile Delinquency.
president
Glenda
Miss
Kelly,
Candy Drew, Ann Chamberlain,
guest at the banquet.
biulding and the program on to be the most effective tanning Fourth grade mothers will be
•••
Jane Watson, Beth Shown, Ja- of the Elm Grove YWA, gave
"leadership of the Spirit" was agent introduced iii 25 years. hostesses.
welcome.
the
program
A
of
• ••
net Geary, Becky Hamilton, Jan
presented. Tuesday the mem- The manufagguriii spys the
Glenmusic
Cooper, Ind Martha McCuriy. da
bers visited the Puryear Nurs- chemical works on pelts of large
The Woman's Missionary SocKelly,
" Cin45
Glenda Smith, president of
ing Home and conducted 3 or small animals, hide or deer iety of the First Baptist Church
A new sweep-snow brush for
dy Carroll. Linda Arnold read
Omicron
the
Alpha chapter, a poem.
brief worship service.
the motorist features a conor steer, skin of fowl or fish. will have a mission Andy taught
presented a United States flag
Ten girLs met at the church
Valentine's Day was used as toured beechwood handle with
(U-Tan Home Tanning Kits, by Mrs. James B. Carlin at 6:45
to Helm Spann who accepted the theme. The table was de- a double-leverage grip specially
fellowship hall for a pizza sup. Man Co., Pierini Tanning and p.m. in the church basement\
on behalf of Robert 0. Miller, corated with beautiful center- designed for heavy snow and ice
per on Thursday evening. Fol- Dyeing Corp.. 28 Paris
a
St., New- The Lottie Moon Circle vrill
Calloway County Judge. The
lowing the meal cookies were ark, N.J.).
have a business meeting follow
piece with valentines as the removal. Its scraper/scorer blade
flag
to
be
is
used
the
in
newbaked and decorated for a parlag the study.
-main interest flanked by red and durable plastic bristles and
ly redecorated county judge's candles. Red crepe paper was' versatility and strength. For
ty given for the church at the
office
in the court house. Mrs. placed around the table. The maximum visibility in snow
Mental Retarded Day Care CenSpann is secretary to Judge Mil- zrograms complimented
ter on Friday.
the storms, cars ought to have all
ler.
The seven children at the
table being made of white with windows clear and both headGrove 126 will have its next
Center enjoyed the cookies.
red inserts forming a valentine. lights and tail lights clean,safety
dinner meeting on Thursday,
punch, arld Vaientine candy
The wall was decorated with experts say.
March
12,
nated by the YWA's.Valesitine By, PATRICIPA McCORMACK apecialist personnel_ agency just
at
6:30
p.m.
following
the
write
addGuide,
it
the
Do you put away important
(Union Carbide Corp., 270
one large red and while vat
Woman's
cards were given to each child
Club
House.
that
ask
name
your
for the ex-religious.
capers "for safe keeping" and ress and
tine and smaller ones encircled Park Ave., New York, N.Y.)
and an activity period followNEW YORK (UPI)-The nun "The mos are easier to place
added to the mailing list. ed the refreshments.
In her late twenties wore her than the priests," Fogarty said then forget where you put them? Kentucky Educational Television.
Do
you often waste time looking KETV, 600 Cooper Drive, Le:YWA members attending the habit the first time she kept a in
interview. "Banks,
an
party were Linda and Glenda business appointment with Tim I nsurance companies and
Kentucky 40502, With a
for
the phone bill that came last
Lee, Carol Barrow, Peggy For- Fogarty in New York.
brokerage houses accept the ex- week - or
monthly Program Guide, you can
information on last
me, Mrs. Sherry Vance. and
full advantage of KETV.
The next time he saw her, priests readily, but most other year's
income tax - or papers get a
Mrs. Carolyt Outland.
Maxine Griffin, Federal Buildthree weeks later, she wore a employers airon't even interview on the
family car? If so, you're
Member,' at previous meet rntni skirt, sancer-sizedsunglate them."/
ing, Clinton, Kentucky 42031 a "can't finder,"
ings were Ruth Ann Barrow ses and a floppy-brimme
Phone 653-2231,
d hat, That angers Fogarty, "We
A
family
business
center is a
Sandra Bramlett, Judy Winches- The new clothes went
-y suggest interviews for good- cure
along
for
ter, and Pat Broach.
with her new job in a W
those we have screened and Homemaking "can't finders". Remember, high fashion doeshas become an imOn Saturday at six p.m. mem- Street brokerage
know will be stable on the job," portant
house.
n't mean you must be a fantasbers participated in individual
And her new job went along he said. "There Is quite a bit of nt homebusiness, and the efficie- tically wealthy woman-living in a
manager
personal devotions.
will
keep
good
with her new way of life that prejudice."
records and have a handy, well. chateau in France. High fashion
means wearing the clothes that
One highly educated ex-priest organized
of a secular or ex-religious or
place to keep them.
• ••
becoming to you and appropformer nun.
is a doorman. another who has
Don't use "lack of time" as are
for the occasion and keepFogarty, whose success em- two master's degrees and a an excuse
riate
to neglect organizing
ployment agency has helped college professorship behind family
ing them-and-you immaculately
business materials; a busplace ex-service officers in good him is a counterman in a iness center
fresh at all times. The more I
will save you many
Miss Evelyn Dick of Murray, inhit_
got
see, the more I learn and the
of delicatessen.
hours
of
laughter of Mr. and Mrs. Char- lin-dog jobsinto the business
hunting
for things all more I know it's true if We
and ex. The priest wanted something
for
es-nuns
over
the
1411 William Dick, was initiated
house. You need riot
into Delta Upsilon chapter of men-of-the-cloth nine months simple because, as he told try organize everything in one Look Better, We Feel Better,
Fogarty:
"I've
ago.
had
His
enough
clients
come
from
day, for the center will build in Fashion is more than 'est fasie
Alpha Delta Pi sorority at the
FASHION
University of Tennessee at Mar- many denominations but the problems."
gradually, but the business el ion-it's therapy, and
Is Very Happy
bulk are Roman Catholic.
homemaking will be much more CAN BE FUN - Catherine C.
Thompson, Hickman, Ky. 42050
He's very happy at this deli pleasant if
Starts Personnel Agency
•• •
you start now to cure
At the suggestion of a Jesuit job.
Mrs. Laura Farmer of Marthe "can't tinder" habit.- Bar- Telephone-236-2351.
Fogarty has 900 resumes letta
no intention of
-ay has been dismissed from who has
Wrathea, Murray, Ky,
he Western Baptist Hospital, becoming a secular, Fogarty from job-seeking nuns and 420'71 Phone. 753-1452.
TOO COMPLICATED
priests.
Some
and
waiting
are
his
it
colleagues
out
started the
'aducah.
behind convent or monastery
FOOD SHOPPERS will shop
WASHINGTON (UPI) - The
walls. Their superiors cooper- with a list which
was planned Internal Revenue Service (IRS)
There
ate.
nothing
sub
is
rosa
at
home. If you have a list of new "simplified" tax forms are
TROPICAL FISH & SUPPLIES
about it.
your shopping needs, you won't too complicated, according
Corner of Fourth and Elm
The oddity of being an ea-nun be tempted to do
much impulse 1116h. Frank E. Mfts. D-Utah,
i
sm
PAUL MY HILL or ex-priest is being removed,
buying. A good shopper will comMoss wrote IRS CommissionKOCH
acoerding to Fogarty. He thinks pare price and
quality,r ead labe- er Randolph Thrower that
that's why so many are leaving. ls. Labels help
in
There
are
no accurate price in terms of comparing many constituents are comMURRAY. KY.
quality also plaining they had little or no
statistics
on
numbers
the
of
Weekdays
give other information helpful trouble filing last year's simple
12-9 p.m.
religious
leaving
Fogarty
but
to the shopper.- Irma
Saturdays - 10-6 p.m
says the numbers leaving all Courthouse Mayfield, Hamilton, short card Form 1040a bill
Sundays
12-7 p.m
Ky. 42066 "they cannot comprehend the
denominations has been tre - Phone 247-2334.
complexities of the current
creasing.
-fora)."
"The reasons the people leave If you want to
lose weight
"This has forced many of
are as numerous as the the cooperation
of your family them to seek outside help from
themselves,"
Individuals
he and friends is very
3 SOOT GOURAMIES
2 for 71e
important. private tax services for which
said,
BLACK TETRAS
Convince them that you are really they are charged between $5
2 for 5(
CLOWN LOACNES, Reg, UN
serious and solicit their coopera- and $10 for a simple return,"
Now 13.50
* Sweaters, Cardigans, Pullovers
tion. They can help you avoid Moss said.
temptations.- Pat Everett, Cou* Skirts, A Line or Straight
Fri. - Sat. a Sun. Only
-7A n.-e 'pray -on Airline coat- rthouse, Benton, Ky. 42025
Teleing 1,-Is you make almost any phone - 527-6601.
nrw Ofilt ors in vinylitem iti your rookwarr collec• PANTY HOSE, Reg. S1.411
tion istirk•frer, says the manu- "SM:SAME STREET", an exf ...Med. .1.1111.11s tapes provide an
Now 11.19
opportunity for the do-it-your
WITH "ACM $9.911 PURCHASE
• SEAMLESS HOSE, Reg. ne
facturer. The uolorless,
citing
education
for
3 for $1.00
pre-school- decoratiir h rrrate „krt. owl!
REGISTER FREE air a HI Gallen AQUARIUM SET-U16
metal.
work,.
on
•
t:isatin«...
ALL EASTER HATS
hard
ers is one of the many exciting
Reduced
1.11S1IN 1111 Walls. Iliwirs
• ALL LADIES
- OVER 100 VARIETIES OF TROPICAL FISH 11m•
glop. or
rograms seen on Kentucky Ed.
SPRING DRESSES
Reduced
citplitrovrs.
iiirii.d..'Thy. gime% ..it ucainmai
1.1.1 1111 111
Largest Tropical Fish Ileadqudrters in West Kentock)
!ion 1111ght
Television Monday thr- Airfares!
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Church Ceremony
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Pledge Service Held By Tau Phi Lambda
Sorority; Flag Is Presented At Meet
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Dale Guthrie Is Guest Speaker At YWA
Banquet Held At The Elm Grove Church

Hazel YWA Group
Has Special Events
During Focus Week
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Tim Fogarty, New I'ork, Has Successful
Business Placing Ex-Nuns & Priests
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THI LEDGER is TIMES --• MURRAY. RINTOCILY

tie

CONFIDENTIAL TO S. A.: A closed mouth gathers no
feet.

meetings o
3ruary of the
Homemakers
n Friday, Feb.
o'clock in the
home of Mrs.
on the Lynn

"Dean.

CROSSWOR

fnuin gave the
ie theme of
Id we can do
th our hands
I them, wring
✓ pockets, or
ob that needs

ACROSS

No 'hippie' child
is better off dead

won cio "Hear
rs Hear You"
MIS. ivan
liallet Dunn.

DEAR ABBY: This is in reply to the woman who said
that the mother whose son was lying dead in Viet Nam was
better off than she, whose 19-year-old son was sick, dirty.
living hand to mouth and using drugs.
I run a drug treatment program called RAP (Recognize
All Potential) which deals primarily with adolescent and,..
college-age drug users. Many of them are sick and dirty,
living hand to mouth.
When I read them the mother's letter above, some of
them said, "I'll bet my mother wrote that. She really wishes
I were dead."
Abby, please tell that mother to examine her own
feelings towards her son. Why has she give up hope for him?
Perhaps if some of these parents would worry less about
what to tell their friends and more about what to tell their
children, I could work less than 20 hours a day attempting to
help kids whose parents wish they were dead.
PATRICIA PACKARD
Pittsburgh, Pa.

isiness session
for the next
Ki.
es on things
ry were read
Wil/600.

aliments were
Istess, assisted
latxL
Mu will be
March 19, at
lMOUS of Mrs.

DEAR PATRICIA: It's a great job you and your
colleagues are doing. Drug addiction among the young is, in
my opinion, one of our nation's most serious problems.. If
only we had an educational program effective enough to keep
auwkida away trent the stuff, we wouldn't -have to work so
latil On girlie= filf

he names of
would have
nary it
1 table cloth
table where
✓ the girls to
ith were di..
re the table
nner won by
TWA -a the
atonal meet-

• associat, was also a
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York, N.Y.)

21-Negative
22-B• mistaken
23-Mountains of
Europe
27-Chapeau
29-Ethiopian
title
30-Commonplace
31-Inclefmite
article
32-Posed tor
portrait
33-Born
34-Printer's
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Answer to Yesterdays Puzzle
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3-Mighty
4 Snakes
5-Chinese
Pagoda
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37-Storage box
38.Nahcor
sheep
39-Equable
40.larnprey
41-Pronoun
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52-Century plant
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54-Employ
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ceremony at the Marine Corps
Memorial in suburban
War
WASHINGTON (UPI) — The Arlington, Va. The marnOrial is
Marine Carps will mark the a statue of the servicemen's
25th anniversary Of the Battle raising the flag co the flay
of low Jima Thursday with a Pacific island.
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"Female on the Beach"
Joan Crawford, Jeff Chandler

FOR FACTS...
all the news, weather and sports
6:00 and 10:00 PM
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COME-ON IN
AND START SOMETHING.

DEAR WANTS: Only the emotionally Immature would
pictures. If your husband "never used to
act this way." perhaps he is undergoing some personality
change due to a physical illness. Ask your doctor.
It's
"normal" for curious little boys, but not for grown men.
look twice at such

now brush for
'tures a con1 handle with
grip specially

e Corp., 270

WSM-11
Chasael 4

UZZLE 04'..111

DOWN

DEAR ABBY: I guess my problem is a very common
one as my husband says all men do the same thing.
Let me explain. A few months ago my husband and I
were getting ready for bed, and he reached over to lay his
wallet on the dresser and be missed. His wallet fell on the
floor and everything in it spilled out. Plain as could be were
some pictures of naked men and women together. fI do
mean together.]
I was shocked and sick, but pretended I didn't see them.
I tried to put it out of my mind. Now this morning when I
went into his pants pocket to get a dollar for my daughter to
take to school, I found more pictures just like the first. I
wasn't spying or prying. I have always gone into my
husband's pants pockets with his knowledge and permission.
This time I mentioned it to my husband, and he said all
men carry pictures like that around. Do they?
'What does this
mean? Could a man love and respect his wife and carry
stuff like that? He never used to act this way. Please answer
soon.
WANTS TO KNOW

It YWA
Church
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er/scorer blade
ic bristles and
trength. For
ity in mow
it to have all
id both headts clean, safety

1-Soak up
4Th. sweetsop
8-Noose
I2-The sell
13-Hindu
garment
14-Ireland
15-In music.
high
16-Tiny pieces
I8-Encounters

By Abigail Van Buren

For Women"
' the February
Mrs. Charlie
s. Remo Cole.
woos crested
the group.
rkman, prek!yen members
I call by (least cherished
whom it was
.tor was Mrs.

TELEVISION SCHEDULE

What's your problem? You'll feel better if you get it off
your chest. Write to ABBY, Box Wes. Los Angeles, Cal.
WM. For a persoaal reply enclose stamped, addressed
eovelope.
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DEAR ABBY: I am a 26-year-old woman, unmarried. I
live with my father. Dad is 62 and has been divorced from
my mother for several years.
What bothers me is that my father refuses to go with
women anywhere near his own age. He is very good
looking
and keeps himself in excellent physical condition by jogging,
golfing, and dieting, and he looks more like 50 than 62.
He goes with three different women. The youngest is
32
and the oldest is 36. Most of Dad's men friends are
about his
age and they all are married with grandchildren. None
of his
friends will invite him to mixed parties because
they are
afraid Dad will show up with some young thing half his
age.
This bothers me, and it'bothers Dad's friends, but it
doesn't
bother Dad. He says he doesn't intend to get married
again
and he prefers the company of young girls to that of
women
his own age, and if his friends don't like it,
that's their
problem. What do you think?
DAUGHTER

DEAR DAUGHTER: I think a 12-year-old man, who
looks like 56, should be able to bring a woman
of 32 to a
party without being criticized. Furthermore I
think his
friends are probably more jealous than bothered.
And you.
young lady, shouldn't be bothered either. Daddy
is a
big boy now.

BEACON HILI IRONSTONE WARE From
Staffordshire, England comas our beautiful peahen of
BEACON
HIM Ironstone dinnerware, made by
one of Eogland's oldest potteries.
This lovely floral pattern, dose in Meissen
blue, on a time white body, is ertr,-.- Ambit
Th.body
is flint hard end chip and break resistant.

REGENCY CHINA
elbooce

Edged I. a

Mises, mid but

4111.0 settbvemelata

Fins, siMe, tramiseent claim The odd der* ea
et dimmer plate, bread and Mir plate. asp amd Bawer.

Bank of Murray makes it happen!

A DINNERWARE PLACE SETTING JUST FOR YOU:
..I

FREE!
Just deposit $25.00 or more in a new or existing regular savings account.
•

Take your choice of patterns lie the proud possessor of a beautifully distincti‘,. dinnerware set.
And Bank of Murray makes it h.ippen. With your
first $25 deposit, Bank of MurraN starts your set
with a Free 4-piece place setting With each addi,

'$1.19 •

MAO
luced
lucid

PRESERVING LINCOLN
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Palmqutst of
Minneapolis. Minn. try..to reach up to the nose of
the bust
of Abraham Lincoln in front of his tomb in
Springfield. III ,
they can't nuk_e,it,-.Xonrtsto_keist;-ettbasing-41vs
nose -for
L'ssnarrv;itton Discirftnetit
bilk-k.

.•

tional $25 deposit, you can add a setting for just
$3.50. So come on in and start your dinnerware set
now. It's the rewarding way to build a savings account land a beautiful dinnerware set, too.

Bank of Murray

km

WT.

(One China Frolrem Per Immediate Family)
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Growth In Use Of Power In
Valley Has Been Dramatic
The dramatic growth in the
)use of electric.ity In tee-Tenne..
ssee Valley region is repot tee'
in the "1969 Operations of the
ar.1
Municipal and Cooperative Distributors of TVA Power"releas.von
ed by TVA today. These distributors sold 46 billion kilowatthours during the year, 10 percent more than the year before
and about 2-2 times as much
as the total ten years earlier.
These 158 local electric systems retail TVA power to two
million customers over an area
of 80,000 square miles in parts
of seven states.
Residential and farm sales
rose 10 percent to 24.4 billion
kilowatt-hours. More than 49,000
residential customers were added; a high proportion were in
apartments and mobile homes.
About three-fourths of all new
residences of all types were allelectric.
As the year ended, 560,000,
or more than 30 percent, of all
SINE Room IN paws-This turn left
sign should have an
the homes and apartments serv'added word-"QUICKLY"-as
floodwaters from the Seine
ed by the distributors were us-spilt over onto an expressway in Paris.
Emergency regulaing electricity for heating, mita
tions were in force on roads and
bridges along the river from
many cases cooling as well.
/ the English Channel to
Paris.
(en biepktoto)
Average residential use was
13,600 kilowatt-hours per home
for the year, 7 percent higher
than in 1968 and more than doubdevoted to the care of the
le the national average. Residenmentally retarded
tial rates averaged 0.95 cent a
"Miss Streisand will help us kilowatt-hour. The Battens' averbring to the ntention of the age was 2.11
cents.
public the greet need for more
Commercial and industrial saNEW YORK (VP?)Bands members to-help Om 4 million les by the distributors increased
Streisand is Honorary Chairman mentally retarded persons in the nearly 10 percent to 21 billion
of the National 1970 country," said Francis White, kilowatt-hours, about the same
Membership Drive for the president of the Association.
as the rate of growth over the
* * *
National Association for
past 5 years. This increase conRetarded Children, a voluntary
tinued to exceed the national
Plymouth
Rock,
the
non-profit organization
"Cornerstone of the Nation,- growth rate in commercial and
representing 215,000 parents,
is where the Pilgrims landed in industrial use of electricity, refriends, professions& and youth
fleeting the region's rapid econ1620.

Barbra aids
the retarded

sale rate increase, However, 22
cottages at the State's Henry Hor- all-electric motels in the area
needed additional revenue to offduring the year.
set other cost increases, so they The $8 million development ton Park.
Holiday Inns of America,Qualincreased their retail rates an. program by the State of Tennessmewhat more than was required ee at Fall Creek Falls State Park ity Courts Motels, Howard JobeCalifornia's Inyo County
With an 80-unit motel and 20 colt- son's Motor Lodges, Continental takes
its name from an Indian
to cover the higher coototwboLe•
...
es
will
be
all-electric,
as
villa
Inns of America, Sheraton Motor phrase
s*le pour.
60-unit motel and a number of Inns, and Master Hosts built of the meaning "dwelling place
great spirit."
omic growth, TVA said,
Rising interest rates and fuel
A growing proportion of the costs for TVA during fiscal year
region's industrial employment 1969 triggered an automatic adIs in high-wage industries. In justment in TVA's wholesale rate
1968, more than 50 percent 01 to the distributors and in their
new manufacturing jobs were in retail rates to their customers,
Industries that typically pay high. effective in August, 1969.
er-than-average wages.
Electric rates remain low in
The distributors have aided the Tennessee Valley. From an
the region's progress through average of 0.93 cent a kilowattparticipation in industrial clever hour in 1968, residential rates
lopment organizatlons which pro- rose to an averP;e of 0.95 cent
vide information to industries In 1969 and are expected to rise
considering expansion and new slightly above one cent a kilowattlocations, and by giving technical hour during calendar 19'70, when
assistance in the use of electri- the increases will have been effWier
city to industry and agriculture. ective for a full 12 months. NevNEW PORTA COLOR' 145
Abundant low-cost power pro- ertheless, residential electric
With Automatic
vided by the distributors has rates in the Tennessee Valley
contributed to progress in ag- region are expected to continue
Flesh Tone Stabilizer
riculture as well. Because of to be only about half the average
mechanization, in which electri- for the Nation.
Model WM251NBG
city has played a major role,
total agricultural production has The distributors spent nearly
• PORTA COLOR* Chassis
been rising faster than the aver- $92.6 million bor electric plant,
• Automatic Color Purifier
age for the Nation, even as farm increasing their total plant in• UHF Solid State Tuner
employment has been declining vestment to $1,289 million.
faster than elsewhere.
• *16" Diag. Meas.,
At the mid of calendar year
145 sq. in. Viewing Area
The distributors' revenue rose 1968, the distributors had more
12 percent, largely because of than 150,000 miles of lines in
greater sales, but also because service, including 422 miles of
of a rate increase in the last underground distribution. In addNow
quarter of the year. Their com- ition to constructing underground
Only
bined net income for all 158 sys- lines to improve the attractivetem, was a record of $46,8 ness of the communities they
up $8.9 million over serve, some distributors are
WS LIKE SIMS AT ME MOVIES
it11111AlettICTSIC
1968.
constructing their distribution
OR
16-0,6) NOWT.An 00.0•1•TilliVIII•0•11
YOUR MONEY BACK!
TVA and the distributors agr- lines in new subdivisions behind
GUARANTE
E
eed to an increase In March, the homes, away from the public
Nerey'
4k- premake* Of..
By your Gomm'Morin.Color TV Imo per
1969, in the wholesale rate at view.
terpoteng doe/er end port,or norms/
11 •••1
which the distributors purchase The distributors continued salere not compietely miroffed. Mug rem
your
mem
C.ertearete to Me deMer Imert whoreGuar
you
power from TVA, and also in es and demonstration programs
proireemaehemeemrelore-theriTmloye- ww*
--MrMae WI am eel mei relmel yew smug
the retail rates at which they to help their customers take full
r•ii•
IV*
vonwoovoto IMO!WO.4.0 •• von
sell power to their customers, advantage of low-cost electricity.
to offset TVA's rising costs, These activities help to develop
especially interest, fuel, =dish- the large-scale consumption of
Or.
,
electricity so essential to ecoue
Most of the 158 municipal and oinks of scale, low unit costs,
cooperative electric systems in- and low rates..
creased their retail rates by as Among the all-electric buildModel WM253NED
amount approximating the whole- ings completed or under con• PORTA COLOR Chassis
• Automatic Color
struction during the year were
Purifier
a post office and Federal build• UHF Solid State Tuner
ing, with a floor area of 450,000
• VHF "Pre-Set"
square feet, and two 12.-story
Fine Tuning
and one 18-story apartment bui• •16" Diag. Meas.,
ldings in Memphis, an 18-story
"Trademark General Electric Company
145 sq. in. Viewing Area
Tag
senior citizens apartment, a 20story bank building, and a large
department store conversion in
Chattanooga; a large savings and
loan association building in Florence; and a tool manufacturing
210 E . MAIN,
753-5617
plant in Water Valley, Mississ-
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uable experience not only for the
Three year olds attend the
Child but also for the mother own activity with a minimum of,minutes of outdoor play in the
as she actively participates in supervision by the adults pre.renclosed, fully equipped Planro" morning session three times
und. Once a week Mrs. Lou per week from 8:30 to 11:30,
the preschool 'sprogram,attend- sent.
The preschools philosophy of Harvey, a talented musician, co- and four year olds meet for the
ers who were convinced of the reet in facilities which St. LW
ing
, monthly meetings to hear spImportance of a child's early Catholic Church has generously ecialists In fields related to pre- discipline is to interfere only mes to the preschool to conduct afternoon session from 12:30 to
years (educators now maintain offered rent free, the preschool schoolers and asssistlng the tea- to prevent a child's injuring him- a thirty minute period during 2:30. Maximum enrollment is
that one half of a child's intell- Is a non-profit non-denomialli- cher as a mother helper approx- self or another or destroying which she teaches the children fifteen children per session. A
,
nursery rhymes and plays the limited number of openings are
ectual growth is acquired by age tional organization operated by imately three times aery two another's property.
available for the remainder of
Clean tg) time follows tree piano, guitar, and autoharp.
four), the preschool attempts to the mothers of the enrolled chil- months.
the 1969-70 term. Anyone deA typical preschool session play, then a brief period of singprovide three and four year old dren. These mothers, in turm
Special activities related
siring further information may
children the opportunity "to par- employ a fully qualified teacher finds the mother helper arriving ing and or listening to records
ticipate in an educational progr- to plan and direct the children's early to wafer with Mrs. Russ- ensues. R efeeelternents and story holidays and other big occasion contact Mrs. John Lyon, presifrequentl dent of St. Leo's Cooperative
am planned in terms of the young activities.
ell, prepare refreshments, and time - two of the favorite periods- in a child's life are
program.
added
day's
Preschool, 753-1694 or Mrs. Mito
the
come
next.
help put play equipment in place.
child's individual capacities and
visit to the local library is on chael Garclone, membership chaneeds for emotional intellectual,
Mrs. Russell warmly greets each When the weather permits, the
irman. 753-7309.
physical, and creative develop- In addition to the advantages child as each arrives and they session mds with about twenty such activity.
ment."
of the usual preschool, St. Leo's engage in a ,Party five minute
Located at 401 North 12th St. cooperative approach offers val- period of free-PlaY
choosing his
THE LEDGER

als in the area

Inyo County
from an Indian
-dwelling place

BOOK REVIEW

St. Leo's Preschool Gives Children

Biography of J. S. QOM,
The intense expression on the
roviowsd by
Yushin Yoe (Faculty amisiber face of a three year old listenof Murray State University) ing to the tale of the Billy Goats'
The Double Adventure of Gruff, the shouting and laughter
John Singleton Copley; first ma- of children swinging from the
jor painter of the New World, bars of a jungle gym on the
'Isyszlatnes Thomas Flexner. Bos- playground, the thoughtful silton: Little, Brown and Co., URN ence of a,child daubing paints
on an easel, the conversation
$4.95.
This work is a completely re- of little girls serving tea in
vised and greatly,eniarged ver• the corner playhouse, and the
non of the biography of John banging at the workbench of pint
Singleton Copley originally pu• sized carpenters hammers blished in Mr. Flexner's be& these are typical scenes shared
"America's Old Masters and by Mrs. Laverne Russell, the
John Singleton Copley. Copley teacher , and her mother helpwas America's first major art- ers at St. Leo's Cooperative
ist. This volume tells us how Preschool each Monday, WedCopley grew up am,id the rough nesday, and Friday from Sepscenes of Boston's waterfront. tember through May.
Without ever having seen a
Founded in early 1968 by mothworld-renowned picture, he forged his own distinctive and later
world-recognized style. It carefully explains what made Coplay's canvasses different from
those of the English academictans.
H & R Block, the nation's
The most profound influence largest tax service, has now
of Pelham upon Copley may opened their new office in
have been his ideas about art, Murray. Mr. and Mrs. Kent
and the ideas available in what- Wright are the local owners
ever books on art theory he and operators of the office lo
owned. Few painters in history elated in the National Hotel
have been required to make Building.
so violent an adjustment as
Wright, a native of Elkton,
Copley: to change in a few Kentucky, is a graduate of Mun
years from the probing realism
ray State University and is, et
of Colonial portraiture to the present, teacher at South Mar
a
sophisticated idealization of the shall High School. He and his
fashionable style in England.
wife, Joyce, have resided in
Yet he made this adjustment,
Murray for the past ten years
as one can see, with extraordThey have two children and
inary success.
are members of the Tint Pre,
Mrs. Lou Harvey is giving music instruct isals to Anunanda Hammack, Jill Runyan, and
The reader will never forget
The throe year old class at P. Lees pro wheel Is atteetively
— Stove McDougal at St. Loo's preschool.
byterien Church.— .
listening to a *ft
the excited bewilderment with
told by Mrs. Laverne Russell.
Both Mr. and Ms. Wright, hi
which the London academy artlition to their assistant, Mrs.
ists greeted "Boy with SquirPaul (Juanita) Lynn, are gradrel", the first Copley p ainting
uates of the H & R Block Into be seep in Europe.
come Tax School and are wellThe author, James Thomas
qualified to handle income tax
Flexner, is a most professional
problems.
biographer -and was awarde-I
Mr. and Mrs. Wright invite
Life-in-America Prize for Amerthe public to come visit them
ican Paintings and Parkman
at their office and have a cup
Prize. He is the author of many
coffee while getUng acquaintbooks with historical biograph- of
ies and works on the history of ed
American Paintings. Another re
markable work of the author Is
a multi-volume biography of
George Washington. 0. D. Hormel said of this volume that
CHICAGO (UPI) - Light"thoughtful and comprehensive ning caused major damage to
study." The story of a brilliant 17,000 homes in the United
career and its gradual disinte- States in 1969, according to
gration with the eleven illu- the Lightning Protection Instistratione of his work will find tute.
its place among art students
The total dollar loss to homeand lovers.
owners caused by lightning in
This book is available at the 1969 was nearly $71 million.
Murray-calloway Public Library. Both figures
were up from 1968.
the Institute reports.
More new houses, inflation
and an increased value and number of television antennas and
electrical appliances helped swell
the 1969 totals.
Lightning-caused fires gutted
or leveled 2,552 houses durinf
• Sensational Special P4chase for this "Washingt
the year, causing an average low
on Birthday
Sale". 2 to 10 yard Milaengths of Fine Quality Taffetas and
of $22,600 each time. Majoi
Bridal Satins all at 04 unbeiteveable low, low
damage was done to 14,464
price! *wide and every yard Zt Quality! Large selection of COWS.
houses, averaging $2,330 per
Hurry for this sensati
strike.
buy!

H&R Block Opens
Office In Murray

THE TRUTH!GREATEST BUYS EVER FOR
WASHINGTON'S BIRTHDAY SALE!

p

Lightning toll
heavy in '69

100

YARDS ONLY! REGULAR 79' TO $1.49 ID.

TAFF1 ETAS 1 SATINS

OH YOU KIDD! — Winner of
the Gold Medal for the Combined Championship awarded for overall results in the
slalom, giant slalom and
downhill, Billy Kidd, 26.
Stowe, Vt., gets a jubilant
ride on the shoulders of his
American teammates at the
Alpine World Ski Championships at Val Gardena, /taly.

Lutheran forum
CHICAGO (UPI) - The
Lutheran Council in the U.S.A.
at a meeting here set up a
Continuing Forum on Church
and Society whose job will be to
identify critical social issues.
recommend necessary studies
and correlate responses of the
churches to the issues.
The Rev. Charles V.
13ergstrcim, pastor of Trinity
Lutheran Church in Worcester,
Mass., a congregation related to
the Lutheran Church in
America, was named chairman
for the annual event.

Special Mill Purchase for WashIngton's
Birthday
Sale! Finest Quality Arnel Denim
Sportswear Fabrics at the-lowest price an)when"
These are mill.
lengths from 2 to 10 yards long, 'very
piece frist
quality!
• ARNEL DENIM SPORTSWEAR
FABRICS
• 45" WIDE, FIRST QUALITY

. and
gently Poiyle-free
kdded
irawn

• SOLIDS AND FANCIES

"
441111116.,

• SAVE UP TO $1.33 A YARD

The people we lend money to
tell us what to do.
We lend money to farmers and ranchers.
Nobody else. And the people who borrow
buy stock in PCA. That way, they tell us
whet to do. They decide who is really going
to run our operation
Its a great arrangement We end up
being owned and operated by the people
who need -and use,- our service. SO we
know all about their special -money needs_
Supplies, equipment, maintenance, extra
•-• help, medical bills, educational, expenses.
-3 And we know hoer to
tailor repayment pro-it. grams to their production and- income.
Talk over your money needs-any seasoil of the year-with a seasoned ,money
pro: the man at PCA

-

Jackson Purchase Production
Credit Association..,
30 VORIrehtifeet'

Phone 7134602. *

We are celebrating "Washington's Birthday' by giving you
the Fabric Values of the Yea,' We've really chopped. prices
for this great event! Don't m,ss these sensational bur; come
early for best selectionl
•
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Bingo And Fireman Measures
Pass House, Time Withdrawn

Hospital Report

& TIMMS

Teachers....
!Continued From Page I)

m

HRAY. KENTUCKY

Mrs Emersou
(Continued From Pam I)

my, and Richard A. ElDer9011 it
school boards, improved fringe BrezAwood, Tenn.; one stegbenefits for teachers, sod re- aaugleer, Mrs. Shirley Emerson
moval of the limitation on local licConl of Mayfield.
of
areas
other
Into
doors
the
'Re CHARLES PENTECOST
school
tax rates.
Alao surviaing wg ane di.
statutes,"
state
gambling under
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
to
addition
the
Mrs. Lois Roberts of BrisID
mandate
ter,
Rep,
by
introduced
FRANKFORT, KY.
- The bill,
for a etrike, the Delegate As- tow. Oklahoma; one brother,
Donnermeyer,
D-BelleWellem
Baby
Girl
Farris
(Mother-Mrs.
A bill to legalize bingo for char.
Rey Dewey A. Stubblefield of
state co. Annie Farris), 1300 So. 9th St., sembly also voted to:
liable purposes squeaked by tin vue, would direct the
-Call upon school boards to Owensboro; three grandchilsuperrevenue
to
of
mmissioner
Murray; Baby Boy Pullen (MothHouse of Representatives Wedclose schools for the dres Susan Ann Emersoo of
administration of the act er-Mrs. Judy Pullen), 211 W. officially
nesday by a vote of 43-37, as Ate the
Murray, Ann Austin Emerson
duratioe of the strike.
opponents warned it might opeo and issue needed regulatinns. llth St., Benton.
Richard Austin Emerson of
-Set
meetings
up
kical
of
and
proceeds
the door to other forms of lega- It provides that all
the genes-al membership Friday Brentwood. Tenn.
charity.
to
would
go
DISMISSALS
Used
to endorse the Delegate Assem- FUneral services will be held
Rep. Jerry 1Qeier, 1)-Louisgamblin.The measure would allow b
bly's actioo and to arrange dis- are* at 11 a. M. at the chadire
attempted
rebut
to
Mrs. Marie McNutt, Rte. 4, trict meetings Saturday for pel of the J. H. Churchill Fugo operations only in counties ville,
would co- Murray; Mrs. Carolyn Woolley
making strike plan&
in excess of 75,000 population. predictions that bingo
neral Home with Rev. Loyd
It would be left up to a referen- rrupt youth, citing "busloads of and Baby Girl, 1017 Story, Mur- -Boycott all extra-curricular Wilson and Dr. H. C. Chiles oidum of a majority of those voting little old ladies" who come to ray; Lowell Jones, 1204 Olive, school activities, forcing cancel- ficiating.
Murray; Joe Doran, 711 Reel ion of basketball games and
Pallbearers will be Audrey
whether the game would be lega- Play bingo."
Time Bill Withdrawn
St., Murray; Mrs. Claudy Cher- other athletic events during the semmons, Earl Nanny, Warden
lized. It would affect only JeffGabes Graves Hendon, Guy
erson, Fayette, Kenton and Cam- Late in Wednesday's session, ry, 501 Olive St., Murray; Mrs. strike.
delayed for 20 minutes by a Ann P. Hendon, 512 So, 13th St., -Urge faculty members at Biiiington, and Fella Dunn.
pbell Counties.
lotennent will be in the
A companion bill, introduced caucus on an alleged attack on Murray; Mrs. Sarah Darnall, state colleges and universitiei
by Sen. Donald Johnson, R-New. Rep. Archie Brown, R-Stearns, Rte. 1, Hardin; Miss Rhonda to join in the work stoppage to Coles Camp Ground Cemetery
port, received a Srst reading at his motel earlier, Rep. Jon McDougal, Rte. 6, Murray Mrs. symbolize a unified profession. with the arrangements by the
on the floor of the Senate Wed- E. Rickert, D.Elizabethtown, an- Ila Dunn, 706 Earl Crt., Murray; -Ask the KEA board of dir- J. H. Churchill Funeral Roue
nounced he had withdrawn his Jerry W. Maness, 111 Duffey ectors to immediately investi- where friends may eialL
nesday.
Rep. Gene Huff, R-Loodon, a petition to have his "slow time" St., Planeffeld„ Indiana; Mrs. Ma- gate the possibility of National
Pentecostal church minister, bill taken from committee for rtha Hutchens, 1702 Miller, Mur- Education Associatioo sanctions
ray; John Grogan,Rte.3,Murray; against the state of Kentucky.
told the House "at present this a vote.
Is an illegal act. It is opening Rickert said the House State Master Jerry Jones, Rte.5, Mur- Before the assembly voted on
Government Committee which ray; Robert Williams, Rte. 5, the strike, Dr. Gary Weis of
he heads, would meet Friday in Murray; Ossie West, Rte. 1, Box the Natiooal Education Associa(Continued From Page 1) an attempt to draw up a Stint 49, Sedalia; Mrs. Eunice Outbiads tics told the delesates that the
resolution urging the U. S. De- Rte. 5, Box 423, Murray; Henry NEA would share the expenses we 'Paid by the fees they Cli•
partment of Transportation to Carrington, 202 Irvin, Murray. of the strike half and half with Ise for services rendered.
Sen. Tom Garrett. D-Paducah
Use KEAsHe and arrangements
(Continued From Page 1)
put most of Kentucky in the
would be made `) provide bans the bill's sponsor, said not all
Central Time Zone.
for those placed in dire home county officials would get a
His earlier bill, HB 16, would
see irrOth or whotevor YOU call
A 90 we can fix a mug of ka
raise, apparently because of the
cis' need by the strike.
la have exempted Kentucky from
instant tea.
George Brown of the National variaoce of fees. Sen. Edwin
the provisions of the 1966 Fed(Continued From Page 1)
Education Association said a Freeman, D-itarracisburg, and
eral Uniform Time Ace
When all of this is percoletini Among the 14 bills passed by beinefits gained by it for beech- series of advertisements a n d the raise is the first in six
and jumping, sinling and what the House Wednesday in its most en," Butler said.
spot sonouncements would be years and "is long overdue."
have you, we transport it to the productive day of the session
A survey conducted by the rue in newspapers and on
The state constitution currenttable and leeward), have our thus far asone introduced by 'Department of Eduoatioe re- broadcasting stations next Tues- ly prohibits such officials from
evening meaL Not bad.
1w said, that teachers day explaining the KEA posit- 'earning more than $7,200. But
Rep, WESoci W. Wyatt Jr, Di. •
Louisville, which would '
enable in approximately 70 school dis- ion to the public. He said the the Court of Appeals, in its
Now we some to this question voters
at Louisville to petition tricts have voted against a KEA Ruiner Control Center famous 1961 "rubber dollar"
see.
on the transfer strike, *bout 100 are in favor will be established in Louisville ruling, heed the intent of the
referendum
hew that
—
for
a
a
of P°11s YOU
tain poU revesied such and
of one, and 23 have not voted.
furnish members with fact- constitution is to provide offiof territory from one school dLssuth
"The lack of united support
infonnatioo about the strike cials with adequate salaries and
trict to another. With bi-partisan
among the members of the prosalaries
increased
said to dispel false eaceshst.isay_lari:ith
chngitlig
the
stwort
bill
77-8.
passed,
A thought provoking commeol
fession, plus the widespread
toe
Judges
County
reamtly
desk
our
moss
came
opposition by the public, the
Mrs. Martha Dell Sanders,
Two bills affecting county judg- Kentucky
on polls and what to watch for.
School Boards Assoc- cast president of the KEA, drew
The Senate also approved four
es also were passed Wednesday. iation, said the
usiastic applause from the other measures before adjournlawmakers, are
increase
maxwould
the
One
Who incasored the poll? What's
factors that should be weighed delegates when she told them: ing until 1 p. in. today.
the exert wording of the ques- imum quarterly expense allow- at this crucial hour," Butler "If we leave here tonight
The only one which did not
tions? What group was polled? ance of county fudges from $375 concluded.
without a cooly calculated plan, pass unanimously was a usesHow broad or how limited was to $600, if funds are available,
hen we deserve to be called sure approved by the House
the sampling? How large was and increase the maximum recewhich would allow Kentucky
pid political pawns."
the sampie? What perceotage ived in any fiscal year from
residents to purchase rifles,
$2,400.
to
$1,500
She
commented the teach- shotguns and other firearms in
responded? What is the tampiThe other, which passed 89-1,
ers have wrongfully been blam- states cootigous to the commonng error? If findings are based
1)
(Continued
Prep
From
ed for every tax increase in wealth. Conversely, residents of
on just parts of • total sin-vey, Would set up the order of succeare the parts properly identi- ssion for a county judge in case Delbert Murphy, D-Owensboro Kentucky for the past 10 years. those states could buy such fireThe delegates peed tribute to arms in Kentucky.
fied as such. Whit was the of absence, disability or natinnel chairman of the business Or
ganizations arid
Professio State Rep. Archie Brown, R. The measure was denounced
method of interviewing, end by emergency.
Bbeerns, who was injured Wed- by Sen. J. C. Carter, R.Scottswham? Wirerwas the interfiberCegiimittee.
'
IWaa it tied to•speciHis comment caine lifter the nesday its an alleged attack by vitas Who arrested it would reing
A bIll
*vie prefic news Arent?
jectinists and
assistants committee closed its doors fol- Wayne County School Superin- mit in Kentucky merchants in
from prosecution in case of poli- lowing a special late afternoon tendent Clarence Bates of Mon- other states. He said only TenSo You see it is possible to take ce seizure of obscene films was meeting ta consider the "Per ticeiki. They gave Brown a nessee had passed a similar law
bill. The committee had beard standing salute "for his courage and Kentucky should wait for
a poll end let it show what passed 65-6,
ever you went to prove.
The House also repassed H13. from an official of the KEA, and concern for teachers iii ether states to adopt the law
12, the "black lung bill," after which is supporting the bill, sponsorship of legislation to before it does.
Thanks te the reader who call- concurring in a
and an official of the Kentucky aid then."
Rut the bill was approver! 23Senate amendSchool
Boerds
ed in the ad pieced by a wo- ment, by a vote of 91.0.
Association, The session was prolonged by 9 and now goes to Gove. Louie
a
depend by delegate Buford B. Nuno.
man as !glows: "Wanted man
And a bill relieving railroads which is opposing it.
with tractor. Please send pie blocking highway
A Senate "PN" bill was intro- Clark, a former state represenAlso approved were:
crossings
or
tative from Knox County, for SB-172 - Setting up a proture of tractor."
streams from responsibility 11 duced Monday after a similar a roll
call vote on the slake cedure by which limited partthe obstruction is caused by cir- measure in the House has been seven-Mop
course of action.
bogged down in committee. The
And, hells to Mrs. Ptdi Tibbs,
nerships may be formed. It was
cumstances beyond the line's conmajor difference in the mea- KEA president Dr. Kenneth noted the bill is a model act
a nice parson.
trol passed, 58-20, after a motion
sures is the Senate versWo does Estes granted a secret ballot already on the statute books
jo place it on the clerk's desk not
contain a "binding arbitra- vote, although he already had of 42 other states.
failed.
declared that it passed by a
tion" clause.
HB-212 - Requires the KenA bill permitting county fiscal
Murphy said the top officials two-thirds majority on a show tudry Department of Agriculcourts to order the repair, dos- of the KEA and School
ture to inspect and approve
Boards of hands vote.
ing or demolition of unfit dwell- Association will
grain moisture measuring debe asked to
ings was passed, 66-4.
appear to deocuss the bill furvices.
HB-83, dealing with division of ther, probably *tiny next week.
•
IE1-18 - A resolution callfiremen in cities of the third
The hill would guarantee
ing on the State Department of
Teacher involvement
class into three platoons, with teachers the right to bargain
Agriculture to research and exNEW YORK (UPI)- Tee each on duty eight hours,passed, collectively with local school
plore all possibilities for prestock market opened firm toda 48-23, after an amendment was beards over contracts and other . NEW YORK (UPI)-Should serving the Kentucky tobacco
attached. The amendment would m atters
In moderate turnover.
teachers become more involved industry.
give the cities until July 1, 1971,
Despite Wednesday's
in
school
management
surge-- partly attributed to th to comply with, its provisions.
functions? Seventy-six per cent
NOW
YOU
KNOW
market's deeply oversold on
of school administrators particiFREE PUPPIES
DOD- analysts find little in tit
by United Press International pating in a "Nation's School"
news that would help
The first popular puthack cir- survey answered "yes" to the Two puppies, part collie, &
demand. Cue analyst
cular political button was in, question.
free
ed that "there won't be a good
Of those who sairthey had'mit siLse
mmiss
thlessi
old
'call
are e
troduced in the presidential
burst of sustained movement
tried
to
involve
teachers
in
t,nr°1--campaign of 1889 when Repub— (Continued From Page 1)
upward until monetary relican William McKinley defeat- school management, 15 per cent'"'"'
straint is relaxed."
said
the
teachers
didn't
want to
Mrs. H. Glenn Doran, 108 North ed Democrat William Jennings
Sbortly after the opening, the lath
be involved, 38 per cent said the
Street is a crew leader of Bryan.
UPI
marketwide indicator Ship 45.
teachers carried out their mana* * *
lioneer Nebraska women
showed a gain of 0.36 per cent
gerial functions apathetically and
Dave Garrison, son of Mr.
mixed dandelion pollen with
on 356 issues on the tape. Of and Mrs. James
Bats
the
destroy
rest
said
billions
the
of
teachers
Garrison, 911
butter to make it yellow.
these, 15'7 advanced, and 90 Waldrop Drive, is a member of insects every night throughout cooperated fully.
declined.
Ship 45. Dave is an Eagle Scout the world.
Johns-Manville opened up lei and has been active in many
at 31, with Gulf & Western 14 areas of Scouting. He bolds the
higher to 1814 . International God and Country Award and
Telephone, however, eased z to has been on the council sum57, while America Telephone mer camp gaff
lost l,1 to 50'.. Ling-Temco
Robert Waters Jr., son of Mr.
picked up % to 23%.
and Mrs. Robert L Waters,
Among the electronics Me- Route 4, is a member of Troop
morex rose I% to 132%,
, with 73. He is Junior Asantant
RCA Scoutmaster with the rank of
We
ouse op% to
added e to 30/
1
2. Telex Corp. Eagle Scout with Silver Palm
held unchanged at 134, as did and holds the God end Country
Control Data at 671 2. Litton, and William T. Hornaday Aalso steady, opened at 29. wards,- and is chief of White
Honeywell gained 1 to 136/
1
2, Feather Lodge, Order of the
and University Computing also Arrow. Only last week he represented the council at the
1 to 61.
In the oils, Phillips picked iv Report to the Governor's lun% to ZO'a and AUantic Richfield cheon at the Executive Mans3/4 to 62% Standard of Ohio ion in Frankgort.
_ Tim Fannin, son of T. F..
rose le to 6834.
Jones & Laughlin slid % to Fannin, Route 5 is serving as
in the steel grow. Boatswain of Ship 45. Tim is
17i s
Bethlehem picked up 1 4 to 27%, an Eagl Scout having selved in
Scouting not only in the Unitbut U.S. Steel was unchanged
ed States but also in the Transat 35% .
atlantic Council, in Great Bri1
2 to 29/
Chrysler climbed /
1
2 in tain.
the automotive group, with
General Motors up 1: to 69.
Ford and American Motors Buys play
were steady at 38's and 10,
HOLLYWOOD (UPII - Four
respectively.
. Star International has bought
r Rude: Mt!
DEFINITELY NOT THE WINNER J.. key Walter Blur!
Du Pont rose 1 to 9614 among the original screen play. "I Saw
'An flooded the tr.“ k
1). hind th. 1.. “1.-1. in .1 Im it Hialeah
*the„ chemicals, with United
jrYiPtl1ftt4 incY.Itl tr7
Airoraft
feature film.
_
ADULTS 107
NURSERY 3
FEBRUARY 17, 1970
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SEEN & HEARD . ..

Butler....

Senate....

Today's
Stock Market

Five Scouts....

a.

You

Settle -.Workman

(upo

Bill Allowing....

me

aors

LITTLE BOY'S

SWEATERS

CAR
COATS

BOY'S
LONG SLEEVE

SPORT
SHIRTS
/
1
2PRICE

NOW

21 to 6

PRICE

/
1 2 PRICE

/
1
2

ONE RACK

MEN'S

BOY'S

LONG SLEEVE

SPORT COATS

MEN'S

REG.

TIES

SPORT
SHIRTS
/
1
2PRICE

SALE

$14.99 - $10.00
$17.99 - $12.00
$19.99 - $14.00

/
1 2 PRICE
A
ONE TABLE

ONE TABLE

MEN'S

MEN'S

MEN'S

CASUAL
PANTS
$5.99 &$6.g9

BROADCLOTH
PAJAMAS

DRESS & SPORT
HATS

- ONLY -

/
1 2 PRICE

$3.99
One Group Lace

MEN'S

SWEATERS
/
1
2 Price

Good Selection

CURTAINS

Panel

Ladies BLOUSES
'4.99 to '7.99

/
1
2 Price

Closing Out All

One Rack Ladles

ONE GROUP

Ladies DRESSES
25% Off
GOOD SELECTION
HEAVY

BATH TOWELS
by CANNON 8 CONE
Reg. $1.69 Value
SALE . . .

$1.00

PIECE GOODS

Skirts & Slacks

and NOTIONS

Odd Sizes

V2 Price

/
1
2 Price

BATH
SETS

THROW
RUGS

REG.

$2.99
$3.99
$4.99
$5.99

SALE

REG.

$4.99 - - -$3.99
$3.99 - - - $2.99

SALE

-

-

$1.99
'2.99
'3.99
$4.99

NEW SHIPMENT

Just Received

GOOD SELECTION

GI RU

NEW SHIPMENT

LITTLE BOY'S

EASTER
DRESSES
$4.99 TO $19.99

CHILDREN'S
SPORTSWEAR

EASTER
OUTFITS

GIRLS

SPRING
COATS
$6.99 TO $10.99

Sizes 2T to 6 yrs.
ALL SIZES!!

$4.99 & $5.99

ONE TABLE

ONE TABLE

LADIES

THE VIN1
obtiOned from
in Vermont.
Red, had sei
nary car for
Railroad and
carrier throi
wars. The
the restikurs
but the refill
times that rr
Just bohlr
engine is the
red plush U
ceilings, up)
and shades
reds of yesti

-Walnut cl
make bar co
cup of butter
soft. Grads
(packed) of
right and ftul
and 1 teaspo
sift 1 cup ol

Values to Mee

Values to $a

Ful

SALE

.

$1.00

Hal

LADIES COTTON

BOYS & GIRLS

INFANTS WEAR
'2.99 & '3.99

CLASCHI
old railroad
Sixties %vitt
as air-condi
a wine cella
make a dint
trig the leg
railroads WI
nation's prir
portation-t
life and a
The Static:a
an excellenl
mantic sum
It was an
designer Lo,
50 miles nc
He prefabrt
interior eleni
cars into hu
modations.

LADIES
SHOES

GIRLS
SHOES
$2.00

Good Selection

ITHACA,
idea. Totall:
with railroa
up with deal
age of the
lowed close
Ciaschi re
and made
fine restaur
decorating.
Today, T
three 60-yes
boose. The
form, are it
rooms and 1
restaurant 1:
fine wining

Good

Good Selection

SALE

This view fn
of ithoca's 5
high Valley

This
in . .
clean
whicl
Jiffy

SLIPS

NYLON
JACKETS

Reg 51.59
Sale $1.00
CHILDRENS

SWEATERS
/
1
2 Price
One Group Boys and Girls
POPLIN 8. NYLON

JACKETS
$3.99 $4.99
and

Sizes 2 - IT

EASTER SHOES

$2.99 & $3.49
Final

Clearance

Shop Now
and

'3.99 to '6.99
ONE GROUP GIRLS

NYLON JACKETS
Assorted Colors
Sm

SAVE!!

Med

Lge

$5.99

SETTLE-WORKMAN CO.
East Main Street
Murraj,..Ketytticky----

up no--3.T.'

4:11,3
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HEANEY IS a professor
at internal medicine at
Creighton
University, in
Omaha, Neb., and Harris is
an associate clinical professor at the Harvard University Medical Scbool.
Harris said the new substance had not been tried
on human patients yet, but
that it may have application in the prevention and
possible treatment ,of soteoporosis, a loss in bone matter which produces brittleness, softness and fractures
In the bones of elderly per-

This view from this top of th• steps overlooks platform and railyard
of ithaco's Station Restaurant. The rolltop desk was a gift from Lehigh Valley Railroad's president, whose desk it had been for years.

ISES
)9

DS

LE

.99
.99
.99
99

I.

99

Good
-Walnut chews are easy to
make bar cookies. Cream 1/2
cup of butter or margarine until
soft. Gradually beat in 1 cup
(packed) of brown sugar, until
light and fluffy. Beat in 1 e
and I teaspoon of vanilla. Resift 1 cup of sifted all-purpose

flour with 1/t teaspoon each
of soda and salt. Add to
(-reamed mixture, then stir in
1 cup of oats, either quickcooking or regular and 1 cup
of finely chopped California walnuts. Spread mixture evenly
in lightly greased 9-inch square
pan.
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WOULD RAISE $5 BILLION

'Value Added' Tax Still Studied

CHICAGO (UPI): The
findings of two medical researchers may help reverse
one of the major
of old age--shrinking
comequns
bones that become brittle
and break easily.
Doctors Robert P. Heaney and William H. Harris
-report a substance has
been identified that is capable of stimulating significant bone growth in adult
dogs.

New

RI

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Hormone
may halt
bone aging

me in a Real Diner?
ou Still Can in Ithaca

By STEVE UMIY
Central Press Association Correspondent
ITHACA, N.Y.—A restaurant owner has come up with a novel
idea. Totally aware of the number of people Who are fascinated
with railroads, Joseph Claschi did something about it. Teaming
up with designer Guy Lovelace, he came up with a tribute to the
age of the steam locomotive and the posh elegance which followed close behind—in the dining car.
Ciaschi resurrected the Ithaca Lehigh Valley Railroad Station
and made it into a living memorial. The Station, primarily a
fine restaurant, is also a museum and a triumph of interior
decorating, as well.
Today, The Station consists of the station building itself,
three 60-year-old refurbished coaches, a yard engine and a caboose. The cars, drawn up alongside the original station platform, are in service as dining
rooms and lounges—an unusual is a compact' bar, &Locked to
restaurant in a -state famed for 'serve- -guests their pre-Miner
drink. Guests order by punchfine wining and dining.
• • •
ing out menu preferences on
CLASCHI linked the historic ticket-style menus.
Big Red, the middle coach,
old railroad coaches to the late
Sixties with such refinements is named for nearby Cornell
as air-conditioning, electricity, University. The rail fans pause
a wine cellar, and fine foods to to examine the more than two
make a dining adventure salut- dozen ptrotos and prints of vining the legendary days when tage trains and locomotives on
railroads were more than the Big Red's walls. Here the color
nation's prime means of trans- motif is green, with marbled
portation—they were a way of vinyl wallpaper, green moire
life and a symbol of affluence. shades with purple edging, and
The Station added nostalgia even the ceiling lamps boast
an excellent cuisine, and ro- green-stained glass petals.
• • •
mantic surroundings.
It was a special challenge for
BLACK DIAMOND is next,
designer Lovelace -of Syracuse, glowing 'ivith gold decor and
50 miles northeast of Ithaca. high-backed wicker chairs. This
He prefabricated most of the coach is linked with the'kitchen,
interior elements to convert the permitting waiters to bypass
cars into luxury dining accom- the main dining rooms. Authenmodations.
tic antique oil-lamp, wired for
• • •
electricity, are featured.
The platform dining room
THE VINTAGE coaches were
obtained from a private railroad really was a platform for almost
in Vermont. The third car, Big icio yearn, and tipe floors are
Red, had served as a commis- bare railway ties. There are
sary car for the Lehigh Valley ancient signal lanterns, keroRailroad and earlier as a troop sene and oil cans, oversized tools
carrier through the two World formerly used by robust workwars. The rolling stock cost men, and so on, all retained
the restaurateur $4,000 each, with a mania for authenticity.
but the refurbishing cost seven
Trains no longer chug into
times that much.
Ithaca's station, but it's as alive
Just behind the squat yard as it ever was. Ciaschi's period,,
engine is the parlor (club) car, piece, reflecting the golden age
red plush throughout. Arches, of railroading, is still humming
ceilings, upholstery, carpeting a busy tune, thanks to a rare
and shades reflect the elegant and unusual atmosphere created
reds of yesteryear. One corner in good taste.

& TIMES —

ONE OF 102 KILLED -Carlos
iTeol Cruz, 32, former
world's lightweight boxing
champicn, was one of 102
persons cn board killed when
a Dominican Airways DC'9
'jetliner lost power in' one engine on takeoff from Santo
Domingo and crashed- into
the Caribbean. In service
cne month, the plane was en
route on a 250-mile flight to
San Juan, Puerto Rico.

_
_
WASHINGTON:(UPI): The Nixon Administration
is still considering asking for a "value added" tax
'plan, although the measure was considered too cornplev_ and too controversial to send to Congress this
year, a top government official says.
Edwin S. Cohen, assistant Treasury secretary for
tax policy, said a 1 per cent value added tax would
produce.E5 'billion a year, as mtch revenue as a 6
per cent corporate income tax.
But Cohen said the levy, although widely used in
Europe, is little understood in the United States. He
said it would take a major education campaign to
generate enough support for the measure to assure
its enactment.
•
COHEN DISCUSSED the plan—which has some
similarities to both sales taxes and import tariffs—
in a speech yesterday to the Business Council, a
presti,geous organization of top corporate and financial executives which advices the government.
"Realistically, if the value added tax is ever to
move toward adoption, it obviously needs further
public debate and education," Cohen said. "If the
busMess community likes the concept, much effort
would have to be expended in salesmanship, particularly in the halls of Congress."
The council session was closed to the public but
UPI obtained excerpts from Cohen's text.
' A value added tax is a levy imposed at each step
during the manufacture of a product.
Simplified, here is how it would work on an

L
_
automobile: Steel, glass, rubber and other materials
would be taxed on the basis of their value when
they leave the mill. When the materials are made
into auto parts, the tax would be imposed only on
the increase in value resulting from the manufacturing process. When the parts are assembled into an
auto, the tax again would be only on the amount by
which the value of the car exceeds the total value
of the separate part.

HOWEVER, IF an automobile is imported, the
would be imposed on its full value at the border
since no U. S. taxes would have been collected on
its production.
In Europe, the value added tax is usually refunded on exports.
Ultimately, the tax is passed along to the consumer in the form of higher prices. Supporters of
the plan claim it would help U.S. businessman meet
foreign competition and also raise revenue to offset
the tax reductions voted by Congress last year.
Although details of the added value proposal
have not been worked out, it probably would be
coupled with at least some reduction in the corporate income tax.
"A broad based value added tax, in this country,
would raise about $5 billion per percentage point,
so the potential yield is enormous,'' Cohen said.
"Five billion dollars would represent about 6 per,,
centage points on the corporation income tax.
emouswasemmenallalltellet

1,1111.7

IT HAS BEEN reported
an estimated 350,000 fractures a 'year in the United
States alone amid.. be pre-vented if senile osteoporosis and post-menopausal
osteoporosis could be eliminated.
Osteoporosis is the reason why some elderly persons shrink in size as they
grow older, tbe doctors
said.
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WORN
GLOVES
•
-so

Sale
Price

pair

it0

Canvas. Knit ss ritill 4.7 .10:
Ladies Denim Gloves, Hob Nob E-Z grip Gloves.
584 Pr. 4141141-h
554 pr.

410
srlt

SHRUB-CULTIVATING

aft

RARE

Reg. 794

A sodbuster that transforms gard•ning from a
bock-breaking chore to
a satisfying Sl/CCIMI Tilling is tireless and your
toil will b• lust right for
planting All this
plus fing•rtip control!

efig
la;•
li"•\

:tr
Ow

Ideal Ifor clean-up. Rigid
steel tines for cultivating

a?
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LAYAWAY NOW • SMALL DEPOSIT HOLDS
HERSHEY BARRED With
neither a man to replace him
in his old job, nor an office
to work in on his new job.
Gen. Lewis B. Hershey ends
his career as Selective Service director. President Nixon,
who "kicked Hershey upstairs" by making him a
presidential
assistant o n
manpower, has found no one
to replace Hershey, and no
office has been provided.

Deluxe 3'A WO-

PRU
NER
•8

knglife 3 hp kfiglife MOWER

CULTIVATORTILLER 12233

Reg.
i$1.49

S

Pre-Season
Special!

Reg $1 49.95 gelfille
• Power Reverse

only 500
only 25f

_ (:uilers steel Mad..

A,,,]

is pt. 4,•12
,
1

121,1 3.77

?

NS

A rrai mei-hinder' Sell sitar falling titles
through hard soil and
kne.rds it For !wife.?
planting 4, 111-9 _

LAYAWAY
NOW

Sale
Price
Round point, sharp blade.
A"wricarli"a4e'4'-.7f.

(aft.•••,.. Illtttrttlp .1:trier At
4,:'",*

PRE-SEASON SALE • LAYAWAY NOW!

AIR CONDITIONERS
18,000 BTU
115 VOLT
I tines. %elder, head
11•11.tndle 4,
I

REG. $279.95

nilPi1

$249"

hi"

barrow

RADIO
STEEL

• IsSpeed ton
• Operates on regular
house current

SAVE 50%

Holds
3 CU. FT.

• But in Installation Kit
• Wood Grotned Front

Bone's Coin Dry Cleaning and Laundry
(This offer Is limited and may be sathdrawn at •nyttroe

54"

Was $104.95

One '2.50 LOAD of DRY CLEANING for9.50(81bs.)

Corner of 13th IL Main Streetf

et$

/28

54 49 Wm topping Pruner

* GET ACQWED,
SPECIAL
"
11-r
*
"44
1IN!
This Coupon Entitles Bearer to

00

• 3',7 hp 8,gas
Engine

LAWN BOY MOWER

This is a new single garment service at Boone's. Bring 'ern
in. . . we do'em. . . you pick 'ern up later! Our coin dry
cleaner gets them cleaner and wrinkle free. Those pieces
which may ned slight finishing you can do free with our
Jiffy Steamer.

• Concealed Controls
kf
"sr

Sandone

S8 'Pt
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Of course you do! Look at these low, low prices!
— SAVE 50% OR MORE!! —

9

.11
10*
•tbr

Alf

?WANNA SAVE MONEY ON DRY CLEANING?

)ES

•40s
"1.90

Through the administration of the human growth
hormone, it has been reported that some dwarfs
have recently been helped
to grow to normal size,
they said.

• Tines Adlustahle
to 26 ,nches
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Half Garment a
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SENSING THE NEWS
***

By Thurman Sensing
E)(Koper VICE PRESIDENT

Southern States Industrial Council
spending plan since fiscal 1967
in actual dollars, the smallest
since fiscal 1951 as apercentage
of the gross national product
The $200.8 billion federal and the smallest since 1950 as
a
budget submitted by President percentage of the
total federal I
budget."
Nixon will receive the closest
If foreign dangers to the Unitscrutiny in the weeks ahead - ed States were on the downgrad
WEATHER
e,
and properly so. White House this reduction in the defense
• ALL PURPOSE
spending proposals provide vat- estahlishment would be desirabuable clues as to the determine;'le. But many citizens may
ex• SPRING COATS
tire and basic goals of an admits- [press bewilderment at the
cutistration.
• PRINTS, PASTELS, AND WHITES
back at a time when the Soviet
The political heirs of the New Union is surging ahead in miliPromotion on Washable
Frontier and Great Society ex- tary preparations, creating
new
press dissatisfaction with the missile weapons and building
a
Nixon budget for fiscal '71. They fleet to wrest naval supremacy
call for even larger outlays for from the United States.
welfare and deeper cuts in eat- It seems only logical that
if
Jowl defense. The ultra-liberal spending must be cut, it should
SPEAKING OF LOOSE OIL, here is a 100,000-gallon tank of it going down the Kennebec River
Washington Post has character- be in the area of giveaways, not
at Gardiner. Maine. Ice and rising waters tore the tank from its moorings near that bridge.
ized the huge spending proposal national defense. Yet the
'71
as "austere." It would be fas- budget clearly shows that defen/
14
cinating to know what the Post se suffers while welfare prograCommission authority to ask
the
would consider an expansive bud- ms are padded. It certainly
doesa Federal Court for a temporary
get.
't make sense for an adminisjunction or restraining order
Conservatives, in esaminnsi tration that appeals to realistic
"whenever the Commission has
the budget, certainly won't find conservatives for sort.
Cereases to believe that violations
much austerity in the document. tainly, defense spending should
e occurring". This would apply
In fact, they are likely to be be geared to security requirethe prohibitions of Section 5
very displeasing by the major meats and to enemy threats,
covering
sales practices) and
Independent businessmen, who which bilks customers also hurts
programs embodied in the bud- 11 I to the furor created by antiections 12 (on advertising) in
get. Furthermore, they almost reparedness elements or to
skeptical
are
often
some
of
the
of
the
honest
business
men,
comthe
•e Federal Trade Commission
certainly will be concerned about emands of liberals for a mamro- consumer - protection proposals peting for the same customers,
the proposed change in defense th extension of welfarism.
being made, generally agree that the Federation points out. In ct.
Proponents say such orders
spending.
Examining the spending pro- the Federal Trade Commission some cases, an entire business
d stop violations and protect
While many conservatives ex- I. 0, • for HEW, 0E0 and other needs new power to strike against Is adversely affected by unscrupcustomers without delay. Busipected the Nixon administration welfare agencies and sectors, business fraud and deception. ulous operators.
essmen who oppose the bill see
1
to curb spending bar giveaways, It is pretty clear that the Nixon
The agency has come under . Under its present, limited pothe '71 budget shows that welfare administration does not intend criticism on the basis that the wers, the Trade Commission is e possibility that this action
uld
be used against a businessprograms will be greatly boost to dismantle the structur
e or the FTC is ineffective in enforcing slowed down in acting upon com- an who is later clearedof chared. The Office of Economic Opp- rogram of the Johnson
laws
against
fraudule
and
nt
deplaints
deceptio
of
fraud,
n,
tall
Great
of the biggest west- Soclety. On the contrary, this ceptive advertising and sales and switch tactics, phony conIn practice, most FTC enforetili giyers' money,is sche. structure is being given
perman- practices. A majority of busine- tests, mis-representattons and mete is based on "consent
doled to receive a $140 million ency. Yet the reason
ssmeo
polled
National
by
the
the like, Representative Halpern ecrees"
conservain which the object
spending increase to nearly $2 ves voted for Mr.
Nixon is Federation of Independent Busi- asserts, Such cases may plod f the complaint agrees to abide
billion. The 0E0 budgetprovides that they expected
ness
believe
part
of
answer
the
through
courts
the
for
years
him to disby conditions specified by the
$83.2 million for the highly poli- mantle the welfarism that
Shopping Caster
weak- lies in legislation now before while more customers are swin- FTC, and no penalty or prosacu, Ky.
tical Neighbor Legal Services lend the United States.
Congress.
dled, critics say.
Lion
sought.
division. Under this program, It is importan
A
Represen
bill
by
tative
SeyThe
Halpern Bill would give
****************************
t, therefore, that
0E0 lawyers have been harass- e White House
*
know conserva- mour Halpern of New York would
ing state and local governments, ves are both
disappointed and enable the FTC to obtain Immedfiling suits against municipal ho- deeply concerned_
iate court injunctions to halt sususing authorities and other grapected violations. The FTC now
ssroots agencies. In view of strohas no way of stopping such prac1A5 SOON AS,*
I HAD SCRT
ng, bipartiqau conservatives' obticesuntil sufficient evidence
NEW 5E‘:RETARY
TODAY IS MIY•
Of HOPED THAT\
jections to the legal services
has been presented in court to
AIRJLE5 I
FIRST OW AS
THE HEAD NAGLE
program, it is both significant
warrant a "cease and desist"
"HEAD SEA6LE
FEi:LN WORK
RATED A OUTER
and disturbing that the adminisorder, or until litigation is con5ECRETARej
j10
tration has proposed this increacluded, which may take months.
se.
This bill is favored by 72 perThe codtrOversTaSepertnient
MARTHA'S VINEYARD, cent of the business owners reI
of Health, Education mid Welfare
sponding to the Federation's poll.
MASS.(UPD:'Eltate polluwill receive an incredible $7
Only 21 percent voiced opposition
tion control official says
billion spending boost to $52.7
and 7 percent reserved their ophundreds of sea birds
killed off this resort island
Wilke in fiscal 1971, Some $500
inion.
since the week end apmillion of this will go to launch
Businessmen in Kentucky react
2-if
parently came in contact
the Family Assistance plan, the
with 79 percent supporting the
with
sticky
oil
offshore
and
measure, 17 percent against it,
family subsidy plan that the aclcame to land to die.
ministration envisions as the futand 4 percent undecided.
ure welfare system. No one can
President Nixon recently urgDonald Corey, head of
say, however, how much this
ed Congress to give the FTC such
the pollution control diplan will cost.
vision of the state depart- power.
I'M GOING
The likelihood is that it will
Any scheme or shady practice
ment of natural resources,
grow and grow as the agriculFOR SOME
said the oil apparently had
ture subsidy program mushroodissipated offshore since
KINDL-ING
SCHOOL
the birds touched it. He
med in the last generation. Und.
WOOD
said the oil apparently
erstandably, the Family Assiscame from shipping lanes
tance program already has re00
involving ships heading to
ceived heavy criticism from cidcm
New
WASHIN
GTON
York
or
AL,
into
(U
NarraP I):
tens concerned about the increo
oo
gansett Bay. There was no
John B. Martin, President
a
0_,
asing cost 4 government and the
evidence of Oil on the
Nixon's special assistant for
0 C
tendency towards socialism in
beaches of Martha's Vinethe aging, has urged the
America.
nation's
yardelderly citizens to
apply for jobs as census
The enormous increase in spetakers fsr the 1470 census.
sding for HEW surely won't sit
Martin, who also is U. S.
well with the increasing number
Commissioner on Aging in
of Americans who see that agenthe Health, Education and
cy as an instrument for restruc—EAPN/F.
Welfare Department,r sent
FF a -'9
SAIA.4,
turing of American society along
letters
to
state
agencies
on
radical lines. HEW is constantly
aging urging that they -help
WASHINGTON (UPI):
Interfering with the rights of
The Defe•se Depart•
older persons take advanstates, local communities and
ment says 54.2 per cent
tage of the census for
parents in trying to impose its
of the anny's nonofficers
short-term employment
own patterns of thought and bekilled In Vietnam were
hawk on the American people.
draftees, even though
The latest example of HEW inKEERECT. MATTIE, TsIE
draftees generally make
terference is a directive to univFIRST ITEM ON THE
up only 311.4 per cent of
GOOD AFTERNOON.
AGENDA 15 YOU/
ersities in North Carolina and
May strength.
SENATOR. NOW wE vE GOT
Virginia, in effect ordering them
SOME IMR:ATANT MATES
The Army said there
n alter their admissions pollTO ATTEND TO - Is as policy of sending
more draftees than volunteers let, front line
CAPE KENNEDY
positions. it said draftees
While HEW gains $7 billion
(UPI): A satellite 700
cannot pick their jobs
cc its controversial
miles
programs,
high will attempt
end most wind up being
pending for the defense of
to track an elk named
the
riflemen, a high risk
hilted States is to be cut
Monique
in the moun$5.2
position In combat.
Moo. The Wall Street Journal
tains of Wyoming late
sports that the '71 defense
this
week
in a unique exbud.
et "is the smallest
periment designed to
military
help naturalists preserve
the habitat of wildlife.
Plans for the unique
demonstration of space
science helping econogy
have been announced by
the National Aeronautics
and Spate Administration. It will carry out the
experiment with the
WHAT
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SAN
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Smithsonian Institution
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EXPERIENCE
(UPI): An aerospace physi- thousand
and Dr. John J. CraigIS A
apparently
THE DARK
SHORE KNOWS
DID `IOU HEAR
head and his kin brothONE(
cian believes all men over healthy filers will have
HAVE THEN/
.7;INGS
SPONS
OR'S
ONE HOME, WHUT TH
er, Dr. Fran1FIC. CraigTHE AUDITIONS (.1_1VE A
411 years old shouid get an- heart attacks that are not
HAD?
GIRL
STUPIDif
head.
PUBLIC WANTS,1
FOR THE GIRL
nual
electrocardiogram recognized."
LARK• FRIEND!!
The test is expected to.
checkups becauge of the
BOSS"
SINGER FOR
"Whether the heart atbegin
Thursda
y or Frithence they might be vic- taAistr is recognized or not,
TONIG
HT
day
when
researchers
tims of a "silent heart at- tliF future is very treacher1111
will knock out Monique
tack" they never felt.
ogee
ous with the possibility of
near Jackson Hole, Wyo.,
•elt el
-Studies have shown that sudden death or incapacitawith
tranquilizer dart
IGIS per cent of an known tion from a secondheart
The 500-pound animal
heart attacks in men are attack," Charis said.
then will be fitted with a
completely
silent,"
Col.
Sometimes, he said, an
red aluminum collar conTimothy N. Charts says.
taining enough electronic
electrocarchaogram
can
gear- to report to the
He told an international spot a heart attack coming.
Nimbus 3 weather %steiaerospace medicine sym- This is particularly true
n% that will pass overpostum his own studies when the test is adminishead twice a day
'hewed- tar each year in the tered during or after a conagebracket between 40 trolled amount of exercise.
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Reduction on SPRING COATS
•
25% off

** KNIT SUITS

More Power For FTC Urged
By Majority Of Business

25% off

* * One Rack Nylon Knit Slacks with
Matching Tops
off *
*
Rack of Dresses and Wool Suits
/
1 3 price
* Lingerie - Gowns,Robes, Pajamas, Negligees _ _ /
1 4 off X-

SPRING AND SUMMER MERCHANDISE
ARRIVING DAILY!!

*

right time for cnoosing your Eastet- outfits,.come

in t
i

and choose them

Town & Country.

Da Mae Huie - -owners - Larne Spann
elltholand

Peanuts®

by Charles M. Schulz
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In Birds' Deaths

\-\
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Tough on Draftees

Abbie 'N Slats

Lil' Abner
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ONE MAN
$25.00. Phc
4:00 p. m.

TAPPAN R
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Phone 753-2
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by R. Van Buren
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built-in range, ceramic
carpet throughout.
ping Center,
733-7850.
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private
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TAIPEI
(UPI)-They sty thMTI
HELP WANTED
HELP WANTED
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
woo BALES of Timothy and
Buy First Suit at Reg. Price trance, refrigerator. Call M. Ju ware was born in tragedy.
IRO CALENDAR De* Stands WANTED: someone
Me after 4 p. ra., 107 North Ju is one
to do yard BRIGHTEN UP those winter 154 ACRES, twelve miles from
Clover hay. Call 753-8685 or and reek
and Get Second Suit of
of China's rarest___
are now available at and garden work, two
17th Street.
117'C porcelains with a color and texdays a days! Meet friendly people - Murray OD black top. Basement
4364890.
Equal Value
F-19-NC the Ledger & 'limes Office
Ere• week. Phone 753-1432. 7-19-C ewe them Avon's guaranteed type home and
new grade-A
FREEI
TWO-BEDROOM 10 x 55 ft trail- ture never again matched after
ONE MAN Chiffonier, maple ply dote.
cosmetics-choose your hours. Dairy parlor.
er. Phone 753-3328 or see at it was fired eight centuries ago:
OPENINGS for three WWI, full Call
$25.00. Phone 489-2365 after
now, Mrs. Evelyn L. Brown,
Thousands of pieces of Ju
Grogan's Trailer Court. F-70-P
or part time employment. Call Avon
4:00 p. is.
7-19-C
Mgr. Phone 96541131& 121 ACRES with approximately
753-3066 for appointment.
were were shaped and baked by
Buy First Sport Coat at
Shady Grove Road, Marion, lgolb• 4,000 ft. frontage on Tennessee
TAPPAN RANGE, refrigerator,
ROOMS available in house for command of Emperor Hui-tsung
F-24-C tuciry 42064.
Reg. Price and get Second
H-F-21-C River. Seven room house. Sale
four dining chairs in good con7-20e from 1107 to 1127 A.D.
boys. Phone 733-3616.
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FREE!
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NEW SHIPMENT: heavy shag,
ray-Calloway County Hospital.
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7-19-C Museum.
with everything furnished. No BY OWNER: 90 a 200 ft. lot on
$3.95 sq. yd. heavy cut pile,
Applications must be in by FebKirkwood Drive. City water and
Wadi 'N Wear Slacks
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ished apartments. Zimmerman ware remain in Communist
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e tractor and
The British Museum
Price and get Second Pair
Apartments, South itith Street. China.
back, $2.99 sq. yd. While it lasts, CARROLL VOLKSWAGEN
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or 753Phone 7538609.
7-23-C owns three pieces and several
for only $1.00
other heavy carpet, $3.95 sq. yd.;
preferred, or at lead two years formation concerning yourself 5079.
others are scattered about conalso cut off pieces, bath room
of high school; statement from as to age, health, etc., in care
10 Chestnut - Murray, Ky.
TWO-BEDROOM
house, 407
740-C
Europe.
pieces, remnants, bound throw
physician that applicant is in of this paper, Box 324. F-25-C
South 11th Street. Possession til'Bnuta
t I Pre
Chiang Kairugs. Paschall's Discount House,
good health; and references.
THREE-BEDROOM water front
WANTED TO
Phone
Bob slick's Nationalist Chinese island
immediately. $65.00.
Hazed, Kentucky, phone 492- ELECTROLUX SALES & Ear. Appliestioo should be made in
house at Panorama Shores. ConMiller 753-2920.
7-19-C contains the largest collection
9733.
7-19-P vice, Box 1111, Murray, Ky., C. the nursing office of the hos- WANTED: apartment or house tact John W. Ward, Route 1,
unfurnishe
733.6816.
Call
d.
apartment
BEDROOM
TWO
IL Sanders. Phone 3S2-11832 pital.
, of this superb porcelain which
Sedalia, Kentucky. Phone 32/1
F-23-C
214 North 15th
carpeted, refrigerator mid stove, the Emperor Hut-tsung directed'
7-24-P 8305.
FOUR USED manure spreaders. Lynnvills, Kentucky. FiC
H-F-20-P
Murray. Kentucky
air conditioned. Couples and be colored to resemble the sky
Vinson Tractor Company, Cadiz
NOTICE
SIGN UP now for organ or guiNOTICE
BY OWNER: threhedrom home.
after a rain.
teachers only. Call 753-2398.
Phone 753-3242
Rood. Phone 753-4892. 7-23•C
tar lessons. Commercial or
Has large living room with fireF-23-C
fl9t1
CHAROLAIS BULLS, one pure rock. You don't have to own
Ju ware was finished with a
place, also large family room,
12' x 50' MOBILE Home, cen- greenish blue glaze, which has
bred, one 3/4 bred. Phone 364- en instrument. Phone 753-7575
one and one-half baths. Built-in
tral beat, two bedrooms, five been described as resembling the
2637, Dresden, Tenn.
range, garbage disposal, dish7-77-C
7-28-P Leach's Music Center.
AUTOS ,FOR SALE
miles from Murray on private color of the sky, the color of a
washer
and
refrigerato
r.
ElecHAY, 240 bales, 50e each. Phone COME BY and see ow selec1968 BUICK Skylark four door lot Mrs. Ben NIx, phone 753- bird's egg and even the colon of
trict
heat.
Perfect
year
for
round
753-4923.
F-19-P tion of color televisions. Dunn's
7-194 cooked lamb's liver.
living, has outside storage. hardtop with factory air and 3785.
TV & Appliance Store. 118
Like front lot, located at Pano- power, tinted glass. 1967 Buick
One artist placed a Ju bowl in
SOLID OAK round dining tables, South 12th Street.
trailer
with
Complete
rama Shores. Phone 7534108 LaSabre 400, four door hardtop. carpeting and washing machine. a strong light and said, "Where
ladder beck chairs to match, fin- television service
departmen
t.
White
with
blue interior and
after 5:00 p. is.
F•24-P
the glaze is thick, a light green
ished or unfinished. Baby cribs
February Specials in furniture and horn-.
F-194
blue vinyl roof, factory air and Couples only. Phone 753-7920. shade can be seen and
and unfiniabed chests and book
where it
F-20-P
DELUXE
3
-BEDROO
M brick power. Cain and Maybe Gulf
Furnishings-Save 20% to /0% on go. •
shelves. Apartment ranges and
is thin, a pink tone Can be
home in Westwood. Has unus- Station. conned 0th and Main. LARGE efficiency
apartment
.
refrigerators. Special February
rved."
quality merchandise that has been disco,
REAL RSTATE FOR SAL
ually barge- bedrooms, closets
Alf-ededltioned and electric
prices on seven piece dinette
Historic facts to explain Just;
and
bath
rooms.
tinued,
Centralsjs
floor
eat
samples
slightly
or
damage
d.
beat. Large closets. Couple on- rariti are lost in the centuries.
suites and three piece bedroom FOUR-BEDROOM green stained
and air, Frigidaire appliances, 1967 CHRYSLER New Yorker ly. 1608 W.
Main St.
F-20-C
suites. Carraway Furniture, 103 Atrium house. Central hest and
with factory air and power.
Historians say that Emperor
2 Only - High Back Early American Swivel Rorke
panelled
family
room,
carpetair, carpeted, family mom, two
North 3rd. Phone 753-1502.
Vinyl- roof. 1967 Buick Skylark OFFICE SPACE in National Ho- Hui-tsung ordered a kiln built
completely upholstered in a scotchgtrarded nylon fabric
ing,
carport,
outside
storage.
F-19-C baths, double garage, fireplace.
gold or brown. Reg. $79.50. NOW $44.50.
Owner will consider financing. four door hardtop with factory tel Building. Over six hundred in 1107 at Ju-chow, Honan ProUrge court yard, city school
SPACIOUS 3-BEDROOM brick air and all power with vinyl square feet. Rest room, front vince, in northwest China. Jo
TWO TYPEWRITERS, $35.00, district. Phone 753-79011. TEC
I Only - Simmons tilde-A•Bed, three citshion. contem
home in Grove Heights. Has roof. Cain and Taylor Gulf Sta- and rear entrance, off street porcelain was named after the
two single beds, $30.00, heavy
poea-y style, upholstered -in floral linen in off white an.
central heat and air, carpeting, tion. Corner of 8th and Main. parking space for tenant, heat location of the kiln.
duty utility trailer, $35.00, and
gold. Over size (queen size) adnistorest innerspring mat
THREE - 3-BEDROOM bricks
The kiln operated for 20 years
kitchen built-ins, washer and
and water furnished. Call 753antique dock, $35.00. Phone
tress. Save $100. NOW $299.
for $20,000 or under. Yes we
but fell into ruin during the
dryer, separate dining area, en- 1965 MUSTANG
7531684.
7-34C have them. One vacant now and
V-8, automatic 1283 days, after five call 753trance hallway, patio, fireplace with power steering.
invasion of the Tartars in 1127.
I Only - Room Divider Spanish Book Cabinet, th 1965 Chev- 5992 or see Ed F. Kirk. 7-25-C
WURLITZER ORGAN, model immediate possession can be
In living room, attic storage rolet Impala four
Historians doubt that the Tarcompartment for books, bottom section enclosed wi
door
sedan
rHltE APAETMENTS, eines to tars destroyed all Ju ware-during
4070 and Lelaie tone cabinet, had. It has two baths, living
and carport.
two doors, spanish style in dark oak and pecan. Slightl
with
factory
air
and
all
power. colle0, 1402 Dodson Avenue.
model 145. Like new condition. room, outside storage, carport,
2-BEDROOM FRAME home near Cain and Taylor
their brief occupation of the
damaged in shipment. Reg. $112.95. NOW $59.95.
Gulf Station. Phone 733-6544.
Reason for selling, have pur- built-in range and electric heat.
7-21-C region. But Chinese writers say
Coldwater. Has separate dining Corner of 6th and
Main.
2 Only - D•corater upholstered Tub Chairs, . • •
chased 4500 model Wurlitzer. ANOTHER ONE has centred
berea, utility room, large family
that Emperor Kao-tsung, who
F40-C
with loose foam cushion, tenuous make, upholstered • ,
Phone 753-2700.
room, double carport and out
March-24-C heat and air, range, dishwasher,
inherited most of Emperor Huicarpeting, utility room, living
sky blue solid scotchguarded tapestery. Regular pri
AUTOS FOR SALE
side storage. A well-built, new 1965 FORD Falcon, 6-cylinder,
tsung's possessions, received only
room and nice dining area. It
$89.95 each. NOW ONLY $4430 each.
decorated home that can be automatic. 1966 Volkswagen
a
few pieces of Ju porcelain.
YES-YES-YES--We fill nurs- too has a carport and a large
1967
DATSUN, four door, faciftedily.firianced for a qualified with factory air and fait back.
ing borne prescriptions at our lot
Legend
I Only - Love Seat, platform rocker style, early Amertory
air,
automatic
transmissi
oe.
Good
buyer.
condition. Cain and Taysame low prices. Ask us how THE THIRD one has central
ican, only fifty eight inches long, upholstered in heav,
Less
than
6000
miles.
A
Phone
legend, which some hislor
Gulf Station. Corner of 8th
4-BEDROOM BRICK at 1620 Catand Save Save Save ... Uncle beat and air, carpeting,
solid brown nylon with cushions and back in patchwo •
7534706.
built-La
7-19-P torians take seriously, explains
alina. Has kitchen built-ins, and Main.
F
-20-C
Jeff's Discount Pharmacy is range,
quilt, very comfortable. Save $504125.
14 baths, carport, utilcarpeting, central heat and air,
ready to serve you 12 hours a
1964 RAliBLER 4 door station why.
ity moth, living room and a
The legend says that Emperor Jab
11.2 bath's, utility room, carport 1965 VOLKSWAGEN, wig* wpm, automatic
day, and every Sunday alter- large
Only - Chest of Drawers, chest on chest style, top
I
lot
transmission, Hui4sung approache
TL
and large lot. In Robertson good condition. 1953 Pontiac gocI condition, good
construction of solid hard rock maple, light salem maple
d - eid •oage
7-20-C ANOTHER EXTRA NEAT house
tires,
loBonneville station wagon with eel car. Phone
School district.
before his einpress fitst'becinko'!
finish. Center guided drawers, dust proof. Out of a fine
753-5924
or
753Is
this
three
bedroom
FOR SALE OR RENT: Twoframe. It
2-BEDROOM FRAME home in factory air and power. Cain and 1881.
pregnant. He was jubilant and 1,Yr
discontinued suite. Reg. $129. NOW $69.00.
7-19-C
bedroom trailer. See at Wal- has a large living room, kitchen
Almo. Close to elementary scho- Taylor Gulf Station. Corner of
started
preparations for honoring •ip4
drop's Trailer court or call 753- with range, carpeting, utility
1 Only - Hutch, early American, Went maple finish
ol, stores, churches, etc. Has .9th and Main.
7-30-C 1961 VOLKSWAGEN. Reason- his heir.
room,
carport,
outside
8369 or 7534246.
storage,
forty
inches
wide,
base
formica
has
with
top
one
large
gil floor furnace, storm doors;
F-20-C
able. Can be seen at 916 North
and a fenced in yard. It's a real
drawer and two louvered doors, top bee two storage
and windows, utility room, good 1964 BUICK Wildcat, four door 18th Street.
1968 SINGER Golden Zig-Zag bargain at leas than $15,000.
Among other things, he order- -44/
7-19-P
sedan.
Local
car.
1964
Buick
shelves. Close out NOW ONLY $96.00.
well, new roof, separate garage,
Sewing machine. Fully guaran- CORNER LOT and lots of shade
thousands of pieces of porceed
LaSabre
four
door
sedan.
Au- 1969 ELCAMINO custom pickon a 3/4 acre lot.
teed, balance $54.23 or take up is a feature of this piece of
lain to be made for a state .a•IP
1 Only - Queen Sim Simmons Mattress and box
tomatic, power steering and up. Power
2
steering,
-BEDROO
power
FRAME
M
brakhome on
small monthly payment. Can property. It is within walking
springs. Slightly damaged in shipment. This is Simmbanquet to be served upon the %NI
New Concord Road, 3ki miles brakes. Cain and Taylor Gulf es, vinyl top, factory air. Blue
be seen locally. Write Credit distance of M. S. U. and the
birth of his first child.
ons runty ninth anniversary cielux combinations, comes
Station. Corner of 8th and with white
241
S.
IC.
vinyl top. TurboMurray. A good buy at Main.
Manager, Box 31, Paris, Tenn. house has three bedrooms, livcomplete with expander rails so you can use on your
Asked the color he desired for
hydramatic, 330 cubic inch en$5,500.00.
38242.
present bed. Also a cannon linen outfit including conthethe dishes, he said, "Like the sky
7-34-C ing room, den, kitchen with
3-BEDR4)OM
FRAME home 1963 FORD four door sedan, gine, $2075.00. Dwain Taylor after rains.good dining area, utility room
tour sheet. Regularly priced at $179.00. CLOSE OUT
Chevrolet,
Inc.,
South
with
garage
12th
kpartment.
St.,
automatic
Located
and
power
steering.
AEC REGISTERED German and garage. It's priced to nil
ONLY $99 Complete.
The best porcelain makers
in Hazel, Ky7-19-C
1964 Pontiac Bonneville four Phone 753-2617.
Shepherd puppies for sale. 436- at $15,000.
were gathered from all China. 4.4
92
ACRE
Danish
Only
CATTLE
Modern
I
Three
Bid Room Suite,
Piece
FARM near door hardtop with all power and
5841.
7-20-C QUALIFIED VETERANS can
New Providence. Good fences, factory' air. Cain and Taylor 1965 TEMPEST Lemma, V-8 After many attempts they provery fine quality with duet proof center guided drawfinance any of the above houses
automatic, power steering and duced after-rain-sky-blue glaze
good
mirr•r.
stock ponds, plenty of Gulf Station. Corner of 8th and
CLOVER HAY. Call 733-4504. with DO down
crs. large nine drawer triple dresser p'-'e g'
brakes.
Vinyl roof. Price $750.- by grinding and mixing nine
payment and
blacktop frontage. Has 29 acre., Main.
roomy four drawer chest and chair back headboard.
F-20-P have 25 years to pay for the
7-30-C 00. Phone 436-2323.
7-21-C kinds of precious stones.
corn base, also good tobacco;
$269.
discontinu
Reg.
tops
Formica
on
case
ed.
pieces,
BEAN HAY, 65e bale. Phone property.
The first porcelain from the
1966 CHEVELLE Super. Sport, 1965
bases.
NOW
$149.
ii
CHEVROL
ET Impala two Ju kiln pleased
DUPLEX: This is one of the
40-3582.
the emperor. But
108 ACRES on Pottertcnim Road. 396 engine four speed trans- door hardtop,
7-21-C
327 motor. Phone
nicest wee in Murray. Each
tragedy struck.
2 Only - Simmons Twin Size Mattress and box springs,
BM 14 acre corn base and 1 mission, power steering. Bur- 4354403.
His empress
- ItALDWIN PIANOS and organs aide has three bedrooms, living
F-21-P suffered a
good quality with blue stripe drill ticking, a true barmiscarriage. In grief,
sere tobacco base. Low pricer gandy with black roof. Local
-buy or rent. 1 used Bands room, kitchen, and bath. It is
car, $1495.00. Parker Ford Inc. NEW 1970 GMC pickoap. Wide the emperor issued a strange
gain in a discontinued fabric, for each outfit, ONLY $58.
per acre.
___
grand piano, 1 used Spinet pi- carpeted and has central beat
157 ACRES located 3 miles N Corner of 7th and Main. Phone side bed, only $2195.00, at Hat- order.
room
Living
ano, 1 used Baldwin organ. Lo- and air and is less than one year
American
Style
I Only - Twe Plies Early
He directed that the kiln conZ• of Murray on Van Cleve 753-5273.
F-30-C cher Auto Sales, South 12th
tr,m, V- ree
nude
Piano
Sue, wing si 'a .nd chai- with
Company ... old..-Eoth sides are now rented
Road.
Street. Phone 753-4961. 5-21•C tinue to operate but that every
Priced
$255
per
acre.
acroes from pod office ... and a good income can be yours
1968
VOLKSWA
cushion high back sofa. Upholsteed in heavy quality
GEN
two
door
HIGH QUALITY spacious new
piece of porcelain be destroyed
Paris, Tennessee.
with the deed.
green scotchguarded nylon tweed. Floor sample save
brick homes now under con-, sedan. Tai with matching in- 1955 CHECROLET V-8 two door the moment it was removed from
terior. One owner, new car hardtop, nice chrome wheels,
$100. NOW $149.
HATC FOUR BEDROOMS and they
struetion. Low down-payment trade
the kiln. The emperor said that
are all large plus living room,
in, $1395.00. Parker Ford $150.00 Phone 753-2543.
and Interest rate guaranteed to Inc.
Ju
ware symbolized his own had
2 Only - Twin Beds, heavy two and one half inch poet,
LOST bright carpet colors . . . kitchen, unity, work shop,
Corner
of
7th
and Main.
outremain at 6 1/4% for the auF-21-NC luck and should hever survive.
- hunk beds. NOW
sa!ein maple finish. Will
restore them with Blue Lustre. side storage, carport, air conPhone 753-5273.
7-20-C
ration
of the loan. Buy now
ONLY $2930 each.
To disobey meant death..
Rent electric shampooer $1. difioning, drapes, carpet, !minsad have your choice of brick, 1967 MUSTANG two door
hard- CINCINNATI(UPI)- The We,.
So the kiln was operated for
Western Auto, Home of "The im range and a large shady lot.
Only - Solid Red Cherry Bed Room Suite, Pester bed
I
01
shington
Redskins will present 20 years, producing
1ambing and electrical fixtur- top, radio, white wall tires, low
Wishing Well".
porcelain
7-21-C If this is what you're hunting
dresser with oval mirror, large chest and night table,
es, interior paints, C.
mileage, $1495.00. Parker Ford the opposition when the Cincinn. only to be destroyed. • call US today.
TO BUY... see us! TO SELL Inc. Corner of 7th and
the very best in construction mid finish. Reduced over
ati,Bengal
s
play
their
first
game
Yalu.
But one court official disoFOR ALL Your Real Estate
. • -list with us!
$200.00.
ANTIQUE TRUNKS, completePhone 753-5273.
F-20-C in the new rivertront stadium beyed his ruler. He stole several
Needs see ROBERTS REALTY
FULTON YOUNG REALTY.
ly refinished. Handles replaced.
the
night
of
Aug.
8.
at 505 Mein or call 753-1651.
pieces and buried them enderhis
1968 RANCHERO V-8, automat. Two other home
4th & Maple Street, Phone
Also Collie puppies, $10.00 each.
exhibitions house, the only surviving
753- ic
F
examtransmissi
-30-C
on,
air
7333.
conditione
r,
Phone John Calhoon, 436-2368.
Home phones: Fulton
for the American Football LeagYoung, 7534946; Ishmael Stin- power steering and brakes. One ue team will send the BengaLs, ples of soft blue glaze Ju ware,
7,21-C
its surface covered with a
owner, new car trade in, $24,- against
90el, 753-1534.
WANTED TO OUT
the Cleveland Browns
F-20-C 95.00.
HOME STEREO tape player,
network of fine crackle.
Parker Ford Inc. Corner Aug. 29
and
the
Detroit
Lions
eight track, with two speakers, WANT TO BUY complete flabof 7th and Main. Phone 753Sept.
12.
CARD OF THANKS
5273.
$75.00. Regular 8 mm movie Ins rig. Aluminum boat, trailF-30-C
We would like to take this
camera with case, light bar and er and motor. Call 733-6030,
406
1965
FORD
pick-up,
custom
opportunity to thank our many
cab,
irrniector, $50 00. 1969 Bonan- after 5:00 p. is.
T774C
1-T-C
friends, neighbors, family, and V-8 engine, overdrive transmisza mini-bike, $100.00. Used boys
WANTED:
sion,
long
standing
wide
timber and
bed- Light blue.
especially Union Grove Church
20 inch Western Myer bicycle,
logs. Contict Ira Scates, Murray
fos all the help they have given One owner, new truck trade in,
$1000. Set if bar bells with
Sawmill
$1295.00.
and Lumber Co. Phone
Parker Ford Inc. Cornus this pat year. For helping
100 lb. weights, MOO- Phone
lit and strip our tobacco and er of 7th and Main. Phone 753733-1822.
7-21-C WANTED: small de* and used
f.ir all the fine food. May God 5273.
F-3DC
portable TV. Phone 753-9928.
SERVICES OFFERED
SERVICES OFFERED
bless each one of you is our 1963 ECONOLI
NE
Van, I-cylF-20-C FOR YOUR home
prayer.
remodeling.
inder, standard transmission,
753-4147.
March-304 additioes tied repairs.
WILL KEEP babies or small
and Mrs Charles D side doors with
thee
min. AUCTION SALE
windows. White
Johnson; Mickey and
N54IL
WANTED: Good used baby bed. =Ms. Call'M
se 'MS children in my home. Phone
finish. $895.00. Parker Pord
753-3609. •
F.20('
linda
Feb.,411C
1
AUCTION SALE: Saturday, Feb. Phone 753-4889.
Inc. Corner of 7th and Mails.
7-21-C
21, 1:00 p. is. at the late Otho
Phone 753-5273.
7-20-C
Burton farm, 1 mile east of
Complete Small Ermine RepairNOTICE
Murray on the old Murray and
SEPTIC TANK TROUBLE. If Garden Tillers, lawn mowers,
NOTICE
Concord Road. Will sell: 1-706
you am ekkriencing difficul- chain saws. Authorized Briggs
International tractor, 1963 model
ties with your septic tank call & Stratton dealer. Authorized
today, your problem' may he Lawson Power Products dealer
gas burner; 4-14 inch flat botANNOUNCING
tom plows. International; 1mired by simply pumping out Murray Supply Co., 208 East
4 row cultivator.International;
your tank. Call Steely & By- Main, Phone 753-3361. f1-1TC
Paulette Steele
awn, Soutludde Shopping Care1-12 ft. wheel type disc; 6
On Small
is
now
employed full time
front end weights; 1 gas tank
er, Murray. Kentucky. 733-7830.
at Doris''Beauty Salon, specand pump, goes on pick up; 17ITC +RASH hauled away, $5.00 per
ializing in original hair
16 gauge savage automatic; 3pickup truck load. Wednesda,,
styles Also special style cuts
4 wheel wagons; 1 Silage cutter,
only. Call 7535375.
$19 98 per month
7-214.
and,
all types of wig care and
ow
Like new. Lots of other items
WOULD LIKE to do ironing in
styling_ AlsomarceLling.
to numerous to mention. Termy home. Amnagenients• can
'COMP CRASH VICTIM CARRIED AWAY
ry Shomensaker, auctioneer.
'l.t
of on.
For Appointment
be made by calling. 753-8333 WILL BABY MT in my borne
Phone 753 7575
12 Am.... aft. 1.111. tl in th. I 4,...!hrs of :I h.t)
7-211C
after14
,4:
-91/111151&-.
1-211
cd111 .1414474,41
• 401nritti
; a i
atki.
r
• s_
•
•-:*yr'
-"saaleri=imaimmok
FOR SALE
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"Live Below
Your Means",
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COLLEGE SHOP
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rice
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February Sale
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Assume
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Spinet Piano

Leach's Music
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Thiscoupon
will2et you started with
a BlOc Chip Savings
Account
=II OM

INN

Unit,

MEM MI ME RIM IM ERN HIM RIM MIN MI

Peoples Bank of Murray, Ky.
.
All it takes is a little application to get

all our interest.

This little application.
Gentlemen:
Please send me, free of any obligation, official signature cards and
all information necessary to open a savings account —A Blue Chip
Savings Account — the soundest
.
.
-

way to invest for the future!

NAME
ADDRESS •
STATE

CITY

ZIP

Seo

I MIN

NEI

RIM

-im

▪ Ego im =MI IM NM 1=M OM I=

lityptere tired
of locokingfor agreat
inveitine
cut it out.
Great investment? Believe it. Your Blue Chip Savings
Account is a sure-thing investment, combining maximum
return and maximum safety. Not only do you make substantial earnings, but your entire ,sayings are always right here, availabre to you
for
any purpose, whenever you need it ... with never a
worry
about your family nestegg. Unlike some other
investments, you always get back every cent you Opposit
.. .

DEES BANK

ro?a

HAZEL. KY

Have Y
when ti
fusion
do?

It NOP
been fol
leas bad
j ele, sod
I 'octet/.
good of
That wi
wake up
yam Wb
We de,
editor
Wens
person's
but we
wrote ti
rem.

plus substantial bank interest as well.
Which makes your Blue Chip Savings Account a tremendously solid cornerstone for your money management.
All it takes to get started is a Blue Chip Savings Account.
And all it takes to get one of those, is to clip the coupon.
So if you're tired of hunting around for a great investment ... Cut it out.

P EOPLES BANK
MURRAY

Leiters
fekty al
also.
We wok
or since
mewing
Preis".
eitution
publishe
er It ref
pie to
them, h
In them
have a
express

BR1ECHIP
SAVINGS
ACCOUNT

NatureI
lettere c
We rosei
question4
Conant%
Goverma
a decen
gram. T
somethir
on the j
negative

KY.

411
•

•

WEA
V.11

You will receive absolutely FREE a 6 piece place setting of beautiful Montrose Stainless Flatware with an initial deposit of $25.00 or more to
your Blue Chip Savings Account or by adding
$25.00 or more to your present passbook savings
vou may purchase additional place settings for
only S1.99 each time you deposit $25.00 or more
to your Blue Chip Savings Account.
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